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To Our Gators on Their Commencement Day,

After years of hard work and unimaginable disruptions, you have reached this important milestone — graduation. Today, we gather to celebrate your accomplishments and your perseverance. As with other recent classes, you are graduating having experienced extraordinary circumstances — the disruptions of the pandemic as well as political and social upheaval in the U.S. and around the world.

In spite of these obstacles, you persisted and earned impressive degrees. Today, we celebrate you and acknowledge the friends and family who supported you on this important and life-changing journey.

You, the Class of 2023, have developed the strengths and abilities which will benefit you and your families and communities. I am hopeful that you have felt the satisfaction of accomplishment and the joy of learning and experienced the inspiration to create the better days we all hope lie ahead of us. The degrees you have earned, the knowledge you have gained, the skills you have developed and the friends you have made at San Francisco State University will endure long into the future.

You are now alumni of San Francisco State. You are taking the first steps that will allow you to do extraordinary things, and I know you will represent our University proudly, just as we feel pride in your accomplishments. Throughout our history, SF State graduates have demonstrated a desire to make a positive impact in the community and the world. You are now among the more than 286,000 SF State alumni who are making a difference in the Bay Area, across the state and nation and around the world.

It is my distinct honor to congratulate you and to celebrate you today as SF State graduates!

Go Gators!

President
Lynn Mahoney, Ph.D.
Dear Class of 2023,

I offer you my most enthusiastic and heartfelt congratulations on achieving this consequential milestone on the journey of a lifetime.

Today, we celebrate you — and all the hard work, perseverance and scholarship that brought you here. You will undoubtedly look back on this occasion for many years to come, filled with a well-earned sense of pride in your accomplishments — and maybe even a sense of relief for attaining a goal that, at times, might have felt more than a little daunting.

As numerous forces upended our world, you held firmly onto your dreams and persisted in your studies through challenges none of us could have foreseen or imagined. You have by necessity developed and demonstrated skills — far beyond your academic work — that will ensure your continued success: resilience, flexibility, resourcefulness, patience and tenacity. Your resolve shines brightly as a symbol of hope and optimism. It is admirable. And it is inspiring.

Of course, you did not make this journey alone. We also recognize the faculty who deepened your knowledge and enabled you to see the world from new perspectives. We acknowledge the counselors, tutors, advisors, librarians, coaches and support staff who championed you at every turn. And we appreciate the family, friends and loved ones who encouraged you, uplifted you and supported you along the way. Please remember to thank these important people and let them know how much their support means.

This celebration marks a new beginning for you — a time to commence a new life, filled with opportunities and prospects made possible by your degree from the California State University.

With this rite of passage we call “commencement,” you will join a dynamic, global network of more than 4 million CSU alumni. They are a remarkable force for good, and I am certain your addition to their ranks will multiply their contributions to our communities, to our state and to the world. I ask that — in the Cal State spirit — you use the knowledge, skills and personal qualities you have developed to work for justice, seek opportunities to foster equity and always uplift and empower others. Stay connected to your campus and look for ways to give back. And whenever possible, support future generations who aspire to follow in your footsteps.

Sincerely,

Jolene Koester
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COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

JAYSHREE ULLAL (B.S., ’81)
Business Leader and Industry Spokesperson

JAYSHREE ULLAL is president and CEO for Arista Networks, a position she’s held since 2008. She’s responsible for leading the cloud networking company to a successful IPO on the New York Stock Exchange in June 2014 and shepherding its entry into the S&P 500 in 2018.

Prior to joining Santa Clara-based Arista, Ullal worked at Cisco Systems for 15 years and rose to the rank of senior vice president, reporting directly to the company’s CEO. She was responsible for the modular Nexus and Catalyst Data Center Switching products and Application/Security services. She oversaw more than a dozen mergers and acquisitions in the enterprise sector and $15 billion in annual revenue.

She began her career with engineering and strategy positions at Advanced Micro Devices and Fairchild Semiconductor. She later joined Crescendo Communications — a company that was acquired by Cisco Systems — where she became a director of marketing.

She’s been recognized by several publications and organizations as a top business leader, including Forbes, which named her “one of the top five most influential people in the networking industry in 2012.” Barron’s named her one of the World’s Best CEOs in 2018. She was also included in Fortune’s list of the Business People of the Year in 2019. She has mentored several high-tech networking firms in Silicon Valley as a board member or advisor and is a prominent industry spokesperson. Most recently, she was named the 2023 Global Indian of the Year by The Economic Times.

Ullal was born in London and raised in New Delhi, India. She studied electrical engineering at SF State, graduating in 1981. She earned a master’s degree in Engineering Management from Santa Clara University in 1986. In 2013 she received the Santa Clara University School of Engineering Distinguished Engineering Alumni Award. She was inducted into SF State’s Alumni Hall of Fame in 2016. She lives in Saratoga with her husband and two daughters.
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

BEN FONG-TORRES (B.A., ’66)
Author, Journalist and Broadcaster

BEN FONG-TORRES has been many things in a long, illustrious career: radio DJ, author, newspaper columnist, magazine editor and TV host, just to name a few. But it was his stint at Rolling Stone magazine that made him famous — so much so that actor Terry Chen portrayed him in “Almost Famous,” Cameron Crowe’s 2000 film about a budding rock journalist. So “movie character” can be added to his already singular resume. He is the subject of “Like a Rolling Stone: The Life & Times of Ben Fong-Torres,” now on Netflix.

Fong-Torres began working for Rolling Stone as a writer in 1968, two years after graduating from SF State. He eventually became senior editor, going on to interview some of the most prominent musicians of the time, including Bob Dylan, The Rolling Stones, Marvin Gaye, Paul McCartney and many more. He won the Deems Taylor Award in 1974 for magazine writing for a profile of Ray Charles.

After leaving Rolling Stone in 1981, he wrote for several top magazines, including GQ, Esquire, Parade, Sports Illustrated, Playboy, Harper’s Bazaar and more. In 1983 he became a feature writer and radio columnist for The San Francisco Chronicle. He left in 1992 to write books, including his memoir, “The Rice Room: Growing Up Chinese American / From Number Two Son to Rock and Roll,” which made the San Francisco Chronicle Bestseller list. He’s written ten other books about musicians and the music industry.

Fong-Torres was also a weekend DJ on KSAN from 1970 to 1980. Later, he was the host of KQED-FM’s live, weekly arts show, “Fog City Radio.” He has a DJ show on www.MoonaliceRadio.com. He won five Emmys for his coverage of San Francisco’s Chinese New Year parades, which he co-anchored on KTVU.

Fong-Torres is the son of two Chinese immigrants. He was born in Alameda and raised in Oakland’s Chinatown, where his parents owned a restaurant. He graduated from SF State in 1966 with a degree in Radio-Television-Film. He met his wife Dianne Sweet while they were both SF State students. In 2004, he was named SF State’s Alumni of the Year. A year later, he delivered the University’s Commencement address. He emcees community and fund-raising events, including SF State’s annual Alumni Hall of Fame celebration.
SATUKI INA is a Japanese American activist, filmmaker, author and psychotherapist. She was born in a concentration camp at the Tule Lake Segregation Center during World War II. Her parents were incarcerated for four and a half years. This experience has been both a source of trauma and inspiration, informing much of her work in her adult life.

Ina was a psychotherapist for 30 years and helped thousands of formerly imprisoned Japanese American families cope with the trauma they experienced during their incarceration. She has also helped other groups who have endured similar traumatic experiences. She is a professor emeritus in the School of Education at California State University, Sacramento. She has also published research on the long-term effects of collective trauma.

She produced two award-winning documentary films about the incarceration of Japanese Americans during World War II. “Children of the Camps” debuted on PBS in 1999. In 2005, she produced a second documentary film, “From a Silk Cocoon,” which was based on letters exchanged between her parents while held in separate prison camps. It was awarded a Northern California Emmy for Outstanding Cultural and Historical Programming.

Since retiring, she co-founded Tsuru for Solidarity, a grassroots coalition formed to protest government policies incarcerating innocent children and families. In 2020 she received an American Psychological Association Presidential Citation for her work with the organization.

She graduated from the University of California, Berkeley in 1966 with a degree in Social Welfare/Psychology and holds a Ph.D. in Counseling Psychology from Oregon State University, which she earned in 1986.
FACULTY EMERITUS AND EMERITA

These distinguished members of the San Francisco State University faculty are retiring this year. Their contributions to the field of education, to their areas of scholarship and to the life and vigor of this institution are gratefully acknowledged.

2023 FACULTY EMERITUS AND EMERITA

Diane Allen
Professor, Physical Therapy

Nicole Allensworth
Senior Assistant Librarian, J. Paul Leonard Library

Makiko Asano
Associate Professor, Modern Languages and Literatures

Fred Astren
Professor, Jewish Studies

David Bao
Professor, Mathematics

John Blair
Lecturer, Biology

Zhigang Chen
Professor, Physics and Astronomy

Jamie Eng
Professor, Decision Sciences

Maureen Fitzgerald
Lecturer, English Language and Literature

Karen Hossfeld
Associate Professor, Sociology and Sexuality Studies

Summer Tsai-hsing Hsia
Associate Professor, Special Education
William Hsu
Professor, Computer Science

Mary Hughes-Stone
Lecturer, Psychology

Martha Klironomos
Professor, English Language and Literature

Anne Krause
Associate Professor, Mathematics

Ming-Yeh Lee
Professor, Equity, Leadership Studies and Instructional Technologies

David Leitao
Professor, Classics

Frederick Lifsitz
Lecturer, Music

Edward Luby
Professor, Museum Studies

Kathleen McAfee
Professor, International Relations

Marilyn Mitchell
Professor, Kinesiology

Lyn Motai
Lecturer, English Language and Literature

Kenneth Monteiro
Professor, Psychology

Francis Neely
Associate Professor, Political Science

Kathleen O’Donnell
Professor, Marketing

Graciela Orozco
Professor, Counseling
Belinda Reyes
Associate Professor, Latina/Latino Studies

Peter Richardson
Lecturer, Humanities and Comparative World Literature

Mohammad Salama
Professor, Modern Languages and Literatures

Amita Shastri
Professor, Political Science

Andrew Speight
Lecturer, Music

Ásta Sveinsdóttir
Professor, Philosophy

Joseph Tuman
Professor, Communication Studies

Alexander Walsh-Wilson
Lecturer, Music

Linda Wanek
Professor, Physical Therapy

Pamela Wolfberg
Professor, Special Education
The following students, who have achieved outstanding academic records at San Francisco State University, have been selected to represent the students of their respective colleges. On behalf of their classmates, they have received the symbolic investiture of the hood.

REPRESENTING BACCALAUREATE DEGREE CANDIDATES

NICOLE BAÑUELOS
B.A., Biology
College of Science & Engineering

Nicole Bañuelos overcame many challenges to complete her Biology degree with highest honors. While an undergraduate at SF State, she worked as a frontline healthcare worker during the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic and raised two children as a single mother.

Driven to make a difference in underprivileged communities, Bañuelos joined Biology Professor Blake Riggs’ research lab to study the toxicological effects of parabens, small molecules commonly found in food and personal care products. Her studies modeling human breast, ovarian and fallopian tube cancers revealed some of the potential dangers of everyday exposure to parabens and how they can impact DNA, fertility, lifespan and more.

Her international presentations, delivered in both English and Spanish, have won awards. In 2022, she earned first place at the SF State Research Conference in the Department of Biological and Agricultural Sciences category, and won a presentation award at the Annual Research Conference for Minoritized Students. Her list of accolades includes being a Genentech Foundation Scholar for three years and a recipient of the Hispanic Foundation of Silicon Valley Latinos in Technology Scholarship.

Bañuelos is also dedicated to mentorship, particularly of young women interested in STEM fields. Beyond academia, she serves her community as a homeless outreach specialist, domestic violence advocate and peer counselor. She has received a United States Senate Certificate of Commendation, California State Legislature Certificate of Recognition and more for her service work.
MICHELLE FU
B.S., Accounting
Lam Family College of Business

A first-generation college student, Michelle Fu chose to study Accounting because it’s essential to operating a business efficiently and effectively. In her four years at SF State, she maintained a 3.94 GPA. With her classes, she already met the 150 credit hours required for a CPA license.

Fu is dedicated to serving her community. She volunteered more than 200 hours in the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) Program, providing valuable assistance to individuals and families in need of help preparing their tax returns. In 2021, she became a site supervisor for VITA, coordinating the efforts of other volunteers and overseeing the successful operation of the VITA site.

During her time at SF State, she participated in student organizations and held various positions in the accounting honors society, Beta Alpha Psi (BAP) — Beta Chi Chapter. As the group’s director of professional development, she planned and executed the second Virtual Meet the Firms event during spring of 2021, which provided opportunities for students to virtually connect with potential employers.

Before graduation, Fu received an offer as an assurance associate for Ernst & Young, where she plans to continue learning and growing as a professional. Her long-term goal is to become an entrepreneur, using the knowledge and skills she gained from her education and professional experience to create a successful business.

ALEXIZ ORTIZ
B.S., Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences
Graduate College of Education

Alexiz Ortiz became interested in the world of audiology during his junior year of undergraduate studies. He found the science behind our hearing mechanism and balance fascinating. But it was also apparent that there was not a lot of diversity in the audiology workforce, sparking concerns in Ortiz about how the field is reaching out to underserved populations. He hopes to create universal resources for patients with diverse socioeconomic, racial and cultural backgrounds.

One of Ortiz’s many contributions while at SF State was joining Gray Matter Lab — which focuses on serving people who have language
disorders like aphasia and come from historically marginalized communities — as a research assistant. He is also a part of the inaugural student group for research in the Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (SLHS) Audiology Lab. He has served as president of the Student Academy of Audiology over the last year, organizing presentations for all SLHS students and providing mentoring for all students in the program’s audiology courses.

Ortiz will continue his studies in the doctoral program of Audiology (AuD) at San José State University starting fall 2023.

CASSANDRA MARIE OSORIO
B.S., Kinesiology
College of Health & Social Sciences

Cassandra “Cassy” Marie Osorio began her academic journey in 2009 at the University of Wisconsin, Green Bay. Unable to focus on school, she left in 2011 and joined the U.S. Navy, where she spent the next eight years of her life. During that time, she was able to try out different roles, including command career counselor, where she advised enlisted personnel on retention and promotion and helped them identify next steps and areas to work on. She was also an assistant command fitness leader, training and educating sailors to meet the Navy’s minimum fitness standards.

While stationed in San Diego she was committed to the naval and local communities. She provided care at a women’s shelter, volunteered at the Ronald McDonald House Charities and provided physical activity experiences and academic support to elementary school children in an underserved community. Lastly, she supported the work of the Navy’s Sexual Assault Prevention and Response (SAPR) team by coordinating their 5K Run/Walk.

She left the Navy in 2019 and decided to return to college to earn an undergraduate degree in Kinesiology. By then she was married with a young daughter. She transferred to SF State from City College of San Francisco in 2021 and maintained exceptional grades while also being a full-time caregiver to her now two children.

Osorio was an undergraduate teaching assistant for two courses and served as president of the Kinesiology Student Association. She is currently exploring careers in occupational therapy and fitness and wellness.
EMILY GÓMEZ URBINA
B.A., History/French
College of Liberal & Creative Arts

Emily Gómez Urbina was born in Los Angeles, but moved to South San Francisco as a child with her mom and brother after losing her father. She still feels like she is from L.A., but has adopted the fog, weather and, most importantly, the Giants as her own.

Urbina, a perennial Dean’s List honoree, is the first in her family to graduate from a four-year university and is proud of her Mexican heritage. She is passionate about bringing awareness to the deep-rooted Latinx involvement in the culture and politics of South San Francisco, the Peninsula city located six miles from SF State.

Urbina’s internship with the Historical Society of South San Francisco was a defining experience in her SF State tenure, giving her the opportunity to research the history of the Latinx community of her second hometown. She dug through the society’s collections, pored over old newspapers and conducted oral history interviews. As an aficionado of local history, she not only loved giving a voice to underrepresented people, but also discovering artifacts, especially vintage baseball uniforms.

Urbina is also an extraordinarily talented student of French. Her diligence and creativity have been an inspiration to all. Her coursework reveals original insights and sophisticated critical thinking.

Her professors describe her as extremely conscientious, smart, thorough and kind. Her capstone project explored the Compromise of 1850 and the question of slavery in California’s bid for statehood.

After graduation, she wants to continue museum work, committing to present a non-Eurocentric view of history.

GLADYS MARITZA AGUILAR VITAL
B.A., Latina/Latino Studies and Race and Resistance Studies
College of Ethnic Studies

Gladys Maritza Aguilar Vital (they/them) is a first-generation student, activist and community member with a strong commitment to their communities. They are exactly the type of student for whom the 1968 Third World Liberation Front strikers envisioned the College of Ethnic Studies.

Being raised by a farm worker father and a hard-working mother, education became an important tool. They are the first one in their
family to graduate from high school and continue onto higher education. Vital draws from their experience as a working-class Xicana English-learner who had to care for their two younger siblings since they were nine years old and graduated from a continuation high school. This experience has fundamentally informed their work. From building a Smithsonian-supported archive of Bracero labor in Napa Valley and uplifting the voices of farmers within their community to continuing to expand their work rooted in liberation as a student mentor in the College of Ethnic Studies, Vital is committed to creating spaces of healing, resistance, solidarity and transformation. They are graduating with a B.A. in Latina/Latino Studies and Race and Resistance Studies and a minor in Africana Studies and Political Science with a pre-law certificate and plan to take their skills and passions for community, health care, housing and immigration to the legal field.
WILLIAM THOMAS BROGAN
MBA
Lam Family College of Business

After earning an undergraduate degree in Biochemistry and Cell Biology in 2015 from the University of California, San Diego, William Thomas Brogan moved home to the Bay Area and worked in marketing for life science products and research. Wanting to bridge his knowledge gap between science and business, Brogan decided to pursue an MBA with an emphasis in sustainability. He chose SF State’s Lam Family College of Business because his mom’s family all attended the University and led successful careers.

At SF State, Brogan achieved excellence inside and outside of the classroom, spending much of his time serving the Center for Ethical and Sustainable Business, Net Impact (SF State Chapter) and the SF State Office of Sustainability.

In addition to his MBA, Brogan completed a Graduate Certificate in Sustainable Business. The program included a course specifically designed to develop innovative business strategies to address society’s unmet emerging needs. For his final course project, he explored the social, economic and environmental advantages of a decentralized, locally-owned electricity grid. He developed a business plan that would provide low-cost power to remote regions using solar and other renewable sources. The primary goal of his project was to equip local stakeholders with the necessary infrastructure and training for a clean energy transition — ultimately improving community health and economic development while fortifying national energy security.

He currently works in Hayes Valley as a retail lead for the sustainable outdoor brand Cotopaxi. He also volunteers for the American Youth Soccer Organization (AYSO) as a referee and coach alongside his dad.
Brogan says he was able to reach this moment thanks to the unyielding support and patience of his family, girlfriend, roommates, friends and coworkers. He dedicates this achievement to his aunt and fellow MBA Jayne Brogan, along with his uncle and fellow Gator Patrick Boland.

CRISTINA CABILES
M.S., Clinical Mental Health Counseling
College of Health & Social Sciences

Cristina Cabiles graduates from the Department of Counseling with a master’s in Clinical Mental Health Counseling with an emphasis in career counseling. She brings her lived experience to her training and her work. As a woman of color, she understands the needs of BIPOC communities and approaches them with cultural humility, compassion and exceptional advocacy.

While at SF State she pursued a number of internships, which resulted in structural changes within the organizations. In her first-year internship she served as a behavioral health intern at the Daly City Youth Health Center, providing counseling and resources to students in a school setting. In her second-year internship, she was a wellness counseling intern in the Jefferson Union High School District and provided clinical and employment counseling to students. She is a disability rights advocate and brings a social justice lens to all aspects of her work.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, she researched the lived experiences of people with disabilities during the pandemic and presented her findings at an international conference, as well as co-authored a manuscript, soon to be submitted for publication. Her culminating experience paper continued this focus as she explored the following topic: “Application of Family Systems Theory to Transition-Age Youth with Disabilities.”

She’s actively working to diversify the field of counseling by participating in the California Association for Licensed Professional Clinical Counselor Fellowship Mentorship Program, where she mentors other BIPOC students pursuing mental health counseling careers and counseling licensure.

A “boomerang Gator,” Cabiles earned her undergraduate degree in Health Education from SF State in 2014.
HASTI JAFARI
MFA, Creative Writing
College of Liberal & Creative Arts

For one graduate student from Iran studying abroad, San Francisco State provided such a newfound sense of belonging that it inspired them to “make increasingly more chaotic and authentic art.” Hasti Jafari, a playwright and theatre artist, has been extraordinarily active in the Creative Writing Department — whether they are creating a series of zines on the Jina revolution in Iran (also known as the “Woman, Life, Freedom” movement), writing comedic plays and creative nonfiction, volunteering or teaching.

Jafari dreams of creating spaces through theatre and teaching that empower others to be unapologetically themselves, because they could be anything but themself growing up. They have taken a leadership role in multiple communities to create cross-cultural works and build dialogue. Activities include publishing an op-ed and participating in a campus teach-in on the women’s movement in Iran, presenting a panel on social justice and pedagogy at the Association of Writers and Writing Programs conference, and volunteering in graduate student groups to develop inclusive teaching methods and writing practices. Jafari was also playwright-in-residence at the Ruth Asawa San Francisco School of the Arts.

Professor Michelle Carter, Jafari’s thesis committee director, describes their genre-crossing ingenuity: “Students have often marveled, ‘I’ve never seen anything like this.’ Hasti’s bold, original work defies description. Hasti has dazzled us with their inventiveness and offered brilliant, generous commentary to their peers. In diving ever deeper, Hasti creates new forms restlessly, inspiring us with their passionate questioning.”

RAYMOND LEROY LEBEAU
M.S., Geographic Information Science
College of Science & Engineering

Raymond Leroy LeBeau is a member of the Pit River Tribe in northeastern California with Cahuilla and Lakota family relations. He says his scientific interests really began when he was exposed to geographic information science as an undergraduate. As a Geographic Information Science master’s student at SF State, he had a personal interest in researching meadow systems.

He joined the University’s Geography department just as it was starting its Red Clover Valley project assessing innovative ways to restore and
LeBeau is proud that his experiences in the Sierra Nevada extended beyond his thesis project. He worked with youth from the local Mountain Maidu community to install artificial beaver dams that mimic real dams and attract beavers to restored wetlands. He also helped support vegetation sampling and carbon flux measurements and even cleared cattle trespassing in an enclosure around the creek.

As a graduate student, LeBeau has been supported by several scholarships including the Cobell Scholarship and American Indian College Fund (AICF) Scholarships. He has been working in a student position with the U.S. Geological Survey and hopes to pursue a doctoral degree in the future.

EDEE MOORE
M.A., Ethnic Studies
College of Ethnic Studies

Mutual support and care are at the core of Edee Moore’s graduate-school experience in SF State’s College of Ethnic Studies. As a community-engaged scholar, she has played an integral role in creating a feeling of “home” for her peers as well as faculty and staff.

Moore’s thesis, “Third World Liberation Front or The College of Ethnic Studies: The Experience of Students of Color in the Face of a Global Pandemic,” employs archival research to examine how SF State responded to student needs at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic and how students responded by forming their own communities of support, mutual care and self-care. The thesis asks questions rooted in the relationships of care that she has committed to building with other master of arts students — these extend beyond her immediate cohort.

Even while working full time, Moore has convened meeting groups of Ethnic Studies graduate students in order to support and mentor one another, study together and write together.
Moore plans to pursue a Ph.D. after completing her master’s degree. Her dissertation will extend her M.A. research findings to examine how the spirit of the Third World Liberation Front of 1968 and 1969 lives on through the relationships of care and mutual support that people develop with one another in the College of Ethnic Studies.

GAIL ANN RULLODA
Doctorate in Educational Leadership
Graduate College of Education

Gail Ann Rulloda is a loving wife, the mother of two beautiful kids and a lifelong learner of the world. She has found joy in working, co-learning and co-creating with students in early intervention, K-12 and higher education settings. She enacts social justice and equity in the institutions where she works, in her community and in her home. She is grounded in radical love and disability justice and seeks to resist perpetuating trauma and hurt through healing, learning and finding joy.

A notable feature of Rulloda’s work as a doctoral student, including her dissertation study, is that it was done as part of a unique partnership with San Lu, her life partner, fellow doctoral student and fellow community-engaged scholar. Rulloda’s achievements are linked to San Lu’s and provide evidence for the power of working together to practice authentic caring. Their relationship is a model for how we must work collectively to create long-lasting change in education.

Rulloda is a practitioner in the California community college system, with a life dedicated to supporting students who have been marginalized, specifically students who have been justice system-impacted and those with disabilities. Her dissertation focused on disrupting the dehumanization that justice system-impacted students experience in California community colleges. She has also contributed to the Ed.D. program by working as a graduate assistant supporting three classes. While a doctoral student, she worked on a major program evaluation focused on ethnic studies and helped develop a course for the College of Ethnic Studies that will be part of new requirements for undergraduates and will contribute to the new ethnic studies curriculum for California public schools. She and San Lu presented their developing research findings at the prestigious AERA annual conference in 2022 and continue to present their findings at other important professional conferences across the country.
FACULTY MARSHALS

LAM FAMILY COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
  Paul Beckman, Information Systems
  Bo Ferns, Hospitality and Tourism Management
  Dayna Herbert Walker, Management
    Brian Yang, Finance
    Lena Yang, Accounting
  Sybil Yang, Hospitality and Tourism Management

GRADUATE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
  Doris Flowers, Graduate College of Education

COLLEGE OF ETHNIC STUDIES
  Robert Keith Collins, American Indian Studies
  Michael Muñiz, Latina/Latino Studies

COLLEGE OF HEALTH & SOCIAL SCIENCES
  Miguel N. Abad, Child and Adolescent Development
  Leia Bernardi Bagesteiro, Kinesiology
  Angélica Camacho, Criminal Justice Studies
    Therese Doan, Nursing
  Rachel Flynn, Child and Adolescent Development
  Carina Gallo, Criminal Justice Studies
  Sheldon Gen, Public Administration
    Carole Kulik, Nursing
    Supriya Misra, Public Health
  Soheyla Mohammadi Gorji, Family, Interiors, Nutrition and Apparel
  Linda Platas, Child and Adolescent Development
    Rebecca Toporek, Counseling
    Andy Yao, Kinesiology

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL & CREATIVE ARTS
  Mitra Ara, Persian Studies
  Marc Dollinger, Jewish Studies
  Frederik Green, Chinese

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
  Adrienne Cool, Physics and Astronomy
  Andrew Oliphant, Geography and Environment
ACADEMIC REGALIA

Participation in today’s 122nd Commencement exercise links our graduates and faculty with scholastic antiquity. Many of the rituals seen at this ceremony stem from the European Middle Ages, when the church was the center of learning. At that time, academic gowns were a common form of dress retained by the clergy when the laity adopted more modern styles. The early European universities were founded by the church, and students, being clerics, were obliged to wear the prescribed gown at all times.

All San Francisco State graduates wear special robes of royal purple, one of the University’s official colors. The gown worn at the Commencement ceremony is indicative of the degree being awarded. Bachelor’s gowns have pointed sleeves; master’s gowns have oblong sleeves cut square at the end, with wrist openings; and doctoral gowns have bell-shaped sleeves with three velvet bands (symbolizing the third and highest academic degree) and velvet facings to the front. All gowns are designed to be worn closed, unlike many of their European counterparts.

All students awarded bachelor’s degrees wear a mortarboard cap, also of royal purple. On entering the stadium, the tassel is positioned to the right of the cap. During the ceremony, at the moment of graduation, the tassel is moved to the left of the cap, signifying conferral of the bachelor’s degree. Students receiving master’s degrees also wear a purple mortarboard, but with the tassel already positioned on the left of the cap. Students being awarded a doctoral degree wear a black velvet tam.

The size and shape of the academic hood and the width of its velvet edging also help to identify the level of the degree that the wearer has earned. Hoods designating the bachelor’s degree (worn here today only by the students chosen to represent their colleges) are 36 inches; those for the master’s degree are 42 inches; those for the doctoral degree are 48 inches and also include a cape, visible at the side. The shell of the hood is lined with the official color, or colors, of the college or university conferring the degree. San Francisco State University’s are purple and gold. More than one color is often displayed in V-shaped stripes, known as chevrons. The color of the hood’s velvet border indicates the field or discipline in which the degree is granted. SF State’s master’s degree hoods are edged in the following colors:

- Business .................... Drab (light brown)
- Education ......................... Light blue
- Ethnic Studies ..................... Crimson
- Health & Social Sciences .......... Gold
- Nursing ................................. Apricot
- Liberal & Creative Arts .............. White
- Science & Engineering ............. Gold

Our faculty have earned degrees at top universities around the nation and the world. As they process into the stadium, their regalia make for a colorful display. The linings of their hoods (and sometimes the color of their gowns) identify the institutions from which they earned their degrees. Leading the Platform Party in the ceremony today is the chair of the Academic Senate, Professor Michael A. Goldman, who carries the University mace, an ancient symbol of order and authority in both the civic and academic worlds.
ABOUT SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY

For 124 years, San Francisco State University has distinguished itself as a vibrant center of scholarship, innovation and community engagement. Though it began as a school for local educators, today its more than 286,000 graduates are leaders in science, business, public service, journalism and the arts — virtually every sphere of activity — around the globe.

Founded in 1899 by an act of the California legislature, the San Francisco State Normal School was created to fill the city’s acute need for well-trained, experienced teachers. The school’s first location was a rented two-story building atop Nob Hill. The first graduating class — the class of 1901 — consisted of three dozen students, all women. Within a decade the normal school earned a solid reputation for its high-caliber graduates, innovative teaching methods and emphasis on practical experience.

In the 1920s, the school began offering the bachelor of arts degree. When the Great Depression sharply curtailed the need for new teachers, the school expanded its programs to include a full liberal arts curriculum. In 1935, it became San Francisco State College. Its first master’s degree, in education, was offered in 1949.

Enrollment quadrupled in the five years following World War II. To accommodate
growing demand, the college moved in 1954 to its present campus near Lake Merced, which now encompasses more than 140 acres. To bring intellectual cohesion to its evolving curriculum, San Francisco State developed the General Education program — a nationally known model requiring all students to take a unified core set of courses. In 1961, the college joined what would become the 23-campus California State University system and in 1974 was renamed San Francisco State University.

Today the university has a diverse student body of more than 25,000. The University offers numerous degrees and certifications: bachelor’s degrees in 83 academic areas with an additional 41 areas of concentration, master’s degrees in 72 academic areas with an additional 35 areas of concentration, a Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) in Educational Leadership, a Ph.D. in Education with a concentration in special education, a clinical doctorate of physical therapy (D.P.T.) jointly with University of California, San Francisco, 19 credential programs and 45 certificate programs. While justifiably renowned as a teaching university, SF State is also associated with outstanding research and scholarly activity in the arts, sciences, business, health, humanities and many other disciplines. The University attracts world-class faculty as well as extensive grants and contracts for cutting-edge research.

SF State’s reach extends far beyond its Lake Merced campus, as well. In Marin County, the University’s Estuary & Ocean Science Center trains the next generation of marine scientists while monitoring the health of the Bay and its tidal marshes, eelgrass meadows and beaches. Located in the forests near the North Yuba River, the Sierra Nevada Field Campus gives students an immersive opportunity for learning about biological diversity, geosciences, hydrology, astronomy and more. And SF State’s College of Professional & Global Education, based at the Downtown Campus on Spear Street, offers a variety of continuing education courses, academic credit certificates and professional development certificates designed to advance careers and expand opportunities.

The University also reaches out through its long-standing commitment to community service. Hands-on learning and engaged citizenship have been hallmarks of an SF State education since its first president, Frederic Burk, chose Experientia Docet — Experience Teaches — as the school’s motto. Acting on the principle that learning cannot be isolated from the world in which it is applied, the University partners with the community through many of its classes and a wide range of centers and institutes, including the Health Equity Institute, the Marian Wright Edelman Institute, the Veteran Documentary Corps and the Paul K. Longmore Institute on Disability. SF State’s Institute for Civic and Community Engagement was launched to connect students, staff and faculty members with service opportunities that strengthen both their skills and the surrounding communities.

As a result of these efforts, SF State’s leadership as a values-driven institution is widely recognized, and Money Magazine named it one of the most transformative universities in the nation. SF State’s proudest achievement, however, remains the thousands of graduates who are putting the skills, insights and ideals nurtured at the University to work. Recent graduates have joined these legions of accomplished alumni who are putting their passion into action around the world — and making the world a better place in the process.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE</th>
<th>BACHELOR OF ARTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Candidates for graduation with honors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMA CUM LAUDE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashar Abdallah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lianne Quion Abellan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Marian Aguirre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joelle Antoni Marie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acura Alegre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eman Ahmed Alkaheli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carson Allen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumn Ai-Vi Allred</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Alvarado</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kameelah Amilcar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reagan Layne Anderson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisol Alessandra Andrade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jillian R Andrews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Magdalena Astorga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Lindsay Ault</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ella Rose Avery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerina Angelique Balderas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mavel Maureen Balingit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Josefa Rose Bauer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Anthony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manrique Bautista</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke N Beeson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Anne Bluth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alina Bolvarova</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Kaye Bragdon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciara Nicole Angeles Bravo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Danielle Brunicardi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Emmett Burns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Nicole Cruz Bustos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jo Nisa Cabilioglan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie A Cabral</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaela Renea Callorina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Danielle Campos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackolynn Carey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Raymundo Casal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Yadira Castaneda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinim Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Q Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanako Chiaki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie Chiang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarina Chohan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazzmin Jade Colina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yajayra A Cortez Rivera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabelle Marie Coscuelua</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synphanie Jenee Crawford</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Pangilinan Dadami</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martina Cybele D’Ambrosio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe Anabelle De Leon-Ortega</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onara Methsahani De Silva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samandar Dehghani</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Alexa Dentoni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Isabelle Dimaano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carly Jean Doumitt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Duburg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beatriz Lema Durant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalina Andrea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escovar-Sandoval</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leanne Iryl Flores Espinosa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diego Nicolas Nicolas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernande Fernandez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Carolina Ferrante</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronika Ferrell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Lee Fiscus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Denise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newman Flores</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Dyane Flores</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacinta Garcia Fragata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Nicole Fravel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alanis Marcela</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galdamez Benavides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaela M Garber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvin Jose Lacayanga Garcia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Gee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Eng Gee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasper Kaur Gill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Elizabeth Glover</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Jane Goldhoff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Alexander Gomez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Gomez Urbina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin D Gonzales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imani Diamond Gordon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Reyes Grafal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine Guan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Hailin Guan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denora Valesca Guevara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassidy Sebastian Hall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Harper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alison Hawkins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruby Hernandez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Hlushko</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker J Holloway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn San Huey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Paris Ivy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett Jensen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justine Kanzler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarissa Naomi Katko</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maksym Khudyk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelyzaveta Khussein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Marie Kissinger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Klate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Paul Lakanmale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Zabala Lajom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Lark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Win Lee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Lee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei Lee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jieqiong Lei</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonata Leon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fenton Li</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miaobin Liang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiuting Liang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savinie Jingting Lin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xingbin Liu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle A Lohse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Marie Lopez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blanca E Lopez Tizol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alejandra Lorenzo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisabeth Nicole Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josephine Elizabeth Martinez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lizeth Paola Martinez Pedroza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Esmeralda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayen Reyes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matheus Maynard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascocellos Frank</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Alexis O Mayuga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriella Napolitana Melton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Gila Menachem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaz Mendoza Rodriguez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narelin Morales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet Kim Tshaj Moua</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Munoz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronica Munoz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vickie Louise Claire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macalinnao Nazareno</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Ng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yee Ng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu Ngo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliver Nocedal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macaya Robbi Norman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Oden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Elizabeth O’Hara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takahiro Okubo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Ounniyom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damilola Olivia Oyatayo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Eileen Oyervides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaise Meridian Pace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camille Antonette</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabana Pangilinan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Park</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefan G Pejovic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li Cheng Peng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alana Duongdara Penn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lourdes Olivia Petty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Thi Pham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savio Michael Pisani</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Llena Porcioncua</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlie Samantha Pulido</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geovanni Quintanar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penelope Elisa Remo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Astrid Renfro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toni Marie Reveli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taryn Keely Elise Ruxroad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrei Dominic M Reyes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia Maria Richards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Rose Riel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Laura Dawn Roberts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irma Robles-Gonzalez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyss Robyn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Robyn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephany Rodriguez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrientos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinling Ruan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Christabelle Ruelas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Francis Ruppert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Alberto Samaniego</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Andrea Sanchez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julian Sanders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Schaer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Mason Scoggins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Rose Selby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevo Shaked</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriella Nugal Siaton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Paige Silman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Brandon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soriano Smith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Timothy Statton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Steffen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ra J Stevens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennie Natalia Suarez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yinyin Lily Suennen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamieson Zhen Tamondong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Hiu Kai Tan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiko Tanihara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jannel Fernandez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrones Villasenor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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BACHELOR’S DEGREES
Lucy May
Deonna Patricia Aguirre
Michael Aris Abrahamian
Maxine Claire Balagtas
Katrina Louise Hari Abad
CUM LAUDE
Louis Alexander
Taylor A Vivona
Sophia Villalba
Natalie Rose Vergara
Stephen Noel Anacleto
Victoria Marissa Vega
Melanie Vazquez
Elizabeth J Van Ausdeln
Jeremy Patrick Balagey
Tiara Monique Bais
Dylan Nicole Badere-Asuncion
Catania I. Ayala
Mariela Guadalupe Avila
Lulu Colleen Ashenfelder
Ashley Asaro
Lulle Colleen Ashenfelder
Mariela Guadalupe Avila
Catania I. Ayala
Dylan Nicole Badere-Asuncion
Tiara Monique Bais
Jeremy Patrick Balagey
Andrew Cotton
April M Covell
Cody Christopher Crowell
Brisa Lizzet Cruz
Cecilia Cruz
Margarette Valderama Cruz
Fernando Miguel Cruz-Esparza
Jordan Alexandra D'Amico
Bethlehem Mekonnen Damtie
Aditya Das
Chloe Balajadia David
Bella G Davis
Soñia De La Rosa Hamilton
Alejandro De La Torre
Arnel De Leon
Fevil Jasmin De Leon Rodas
Andon Regina Valerio
Delmundo
Isabelle Ann Devins
Marilyn Denisse Diaz
Kenneth Nacnac Domingo
Jailene Kathy Dominguez
Yue Dong
Margaret Elizabeth Donovan
Jacinta Briana Duncan
Silvia Eduaro Navarro
Benjamin James Edwards
Ingrid Eidshaug
Berence Espinal
Sarah Liliana Espinoza
Jana Kaye Cruz Evangelista
Mia Leigh Ferrari
Delia Festa
Erim Fidan
Dante Ernesto Donato Finn
Hailey Franzese
Keisha Lynn Fuller
Sarah Riformo Galicia
Raul Jose Garcia
Sara Garcia
Lilian M Garcia-Tista
Karys Rehun Gatlin
Beverly Nicole Gerardo
Mamri Ghanem
William Glick
Carissa Frances Goldberg
Didi Gomez
Jorge Gomez
Muerae Gomez
Philip Anthony Gomez
Kayla Marie Gonyea
Arleth Gonzalez
Laura Estela Gonzalez
Sarah Au/Lani Fejaran Gonzalez
Jivetee Estefany Gonzalez Garcia
Cara Marie Gross
Mandy Guan
Xiaohui Guan
Larissa Isabel Guereca Ruiz
Dulce Samantha Guerra
Marina Guerrero
Jacqueline Gutierrez
Maraya Elyssy Guzman
Savannah R Guzman
Shayma Hadwan
Zachary W. Harkness
Melanie Dayannara Haro
Colette Nycole Hazel
Harrison Bryce Hazen
Eric John He
Jasmine He
Pandora He
Chayly Vanessa Hernandez
Kassandra Hernandez
Nathalie Noemy Hernandez
Rebeca Alexa Hernandez Valdez
Jessica Michelle Hernandez Vasquez
Samantha Trajano Herradura
Laura Isabel
Herrera Barrientos
Haley Neilene Hockett
Pearl Elizabeth Holmes
MaryLee Humke-Walden
Jacob Anthony Jenkins
Carlos Armando Jimenez
Angus Joaquin Johnson
Ethan Christopher Juarez
Kevin Jusino
Josiah Ziko Kelly
Hannah Isabel Kesten
Fariha Khan
Andrew P Killigrew
Carolyn Mackenzie King
Madison Leilani Kingsberry
Keeley Christine Knight
Caitlyn Kong
Yuliya Krupnik
Adan Fernando Lagos
Dominique Grace Larson
Sarah Elizabeth Lau
Gabriela LeMay
Sonia Gabriela
Lemus Monterroza
Shanai Leon
Krissi Lewis
Eva Qihua Li
Jacky R Li
Jinru Li
Yan Hua Li
Daniella Llamas
Davis Locke
Analiise Faith Logan
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Jasmine Michelle
Samantha Barajas-Madueno
Rachel Ann Marie Banke
Lillian Cathryn Ball
Kaeli Monique Ball
Mya Bagley
Amanda Lynn Ayala
Joseph Evans Ayala
Altea Reed Bianchi Bellfort
Jordan Biales
Ben Kainthaje Bhat
Michael Bernardo
Benjamin Bernstein
Karen Elizabeth Betran
Nathan Chester Berenstein
Wongelawit Tekeste Berhane
Princess Clariza Bernabe
Grecia Bernal
Michael Bernardo
Benjamin Bernstein
Kathleen Bhat
Jordan Biales
Altea Reed Bianchi Belfort
Shane Patrick Billingslea
George William Bitter
David Raymond Blakeley
Adam Blanchard
Nancy Lee Blanchard
Calum Bliss
Jacob Alexander Boesch
Zachary Bollinger
Max Bond
Sahti Krishna Bondelepati
Alexander Penn Bonner
Samia Bouarour
Aireyana Ymelda Bowen
Delaney Elizabeth Bradix-Lofton
Justine Ann Brady
Jade J. Branner
Daniel Dennis Brantley
Briel Xondria Braswell-Burris
John Breault
Rodney Dwayne Bridges
Riki Cathynn Broadway
Rachel Michelea Brock
Vincent Alexander Broderick
Delwin Deon Brown
Brittney Kyle Brown-Scott
Kamaiya Helen Brown-Simsisulu
Sophia Bruinsma
Christina Maria Bull
Gabriela Loren
Burgos-Castellanos
Alajah Antanque Burns
Paola Bustos
Austin Christopher Butterworth
Christian Gabriel Byers
Pablo Enrique Caballero
James Cainap
Delia Calderon
Oscar Perez Calderon
Jared William Caldwell
Emily Andrea Calix
Desaray Carla Camacho
Elva Martina Camacho
Jose Camacho
Valeria I Campos
Paulo Cesar Campos Mendoza
Jessica Campos-Ruiz
Karla V Canovas
Alexander Pablo Cantu
Amalia Guadalupe
Capilla Ochoa
Danya Nouraldine Daoud
Dominic Luis Daniels-Campos
Danya Nouraldine Daoud
Jesse Elijah Christiansen
Reese Ryan Chu
Jasmine Chuong
Juni Cisneros
Robert Russell Clarke
Erik Von Cleaver
Maya R Clemmons
Aidan Francine Cockerill
Addrell James Coleman
Justin David Collier
Michael Craig Collom
Lani Love Colon
Jessica Soraya Colorado
Daniel McKenna Colton
Gerald Isaiah Colvin
Marie Nicole Manyara Combs
Daniel Thomas Comer
Derrick Stephen Compass
Dante Daniel Comstock
Joshua Miranda Concepcion
Emily Rose Conlon
Ebony Estrella Conner
Sydnie Mason Conner
Maria Conteh
Alfonso Adrian Contreras
Jazmin Alexis Contreras
Joanna Contreras Sanchez
Frances Faith Cook
Mayah Elisabeth Russell Cook
Patricia Cornejo
John Corona
Victor Andres Coronel
Grace Ann Cowherd
Nijerrae Lanet Cox
Devon Rae Crook
Ruben Anthony Cruz
Zoenoel Grafil Cruz
Francisco Cruz Encino
Hilary Natasha Cruz Mejia
Abigail Cuellar
Nellie Elena Cuellar
Juan Antonio
Cuellar Anguiano
Angelica Jacqueline
Cuellar Ruiz
Jeffrey Isaiah Cuevas
Michael Giovanni Cuevas
Amy Cuevas-Oseguera
Carlos Cuevas-Vallejo
Kristian Ron Noriega Culla
Natalia Curley
Zoe Marie Curtin
Daiany Da Silva Alves
Riley Xavier Dador
Ryan Tang Dang
Ryan Patrick Daniel
Isaiah Honore Daste-Haynes
Aryana Davani
Daniel David
Divina Davids-Garrido
Jack Davies
Andrea Francesca Davila
Gabriel Wilde Davis
Kendall Amara Davis
Olive Samuel Garcia Davis
Micah Eunice Malig Dayag
Dominique Suzanne Marcel De Berry
Joseph Anthony De La Cruz
Audrey Betsy De Leon
Souham Deb
Sarah Lyn Dee
Demi Del Carlo
Herbie Dela Cruz
Mitchell Ryan Dela Cruz
Yanira Lissette Deleon
Alexis Mykenzy Delagildo
Jacob Joel Delgado
Dylan Matthew Deluca Gaines
Michael Robert Deneui
Alexis Deng
Isabel Colleen Denison
Danilo Dews
Amell S Dharhan
Ariana Diaz
Cesar Diaz
Sultana Vega Dildar
Gabriela Rodrigues Do Rego
 Angelica Juanda M. Dockter
Dominique Suzanne Marcel De Berry
Iese Leon Esera
Claudia Monserrat
Espinosa Sanchez
Paola Espinosa
Marcos Augusto
Espinosa Calero
Estevan Alonso Espinoza
Genesis Espinoza
Son Espiritu
Karen Valeria Esquivel
Charlize JoAnn Estevez
Mark Anthony Estrada
David Anthony
Evangelista-Smith
Faith Eososa Ewure
Yanos Ewunnet
Metsehafie Sahle Eyob
Yiayu Fang
Alyssa Charisse Farinas
Cole Joseph Fellers
Maria Patricia Feore
Charles Villaarosa Fermi
Caroline Fernandez
Jocaz Fernandez
Kimberly Xiomara Fernandez
Victoria Marie Fernandez
Mariana Fernandez Alarcon
Cesar H. Fernandez-Duran
Myrell Agpalasin Fernando
Gustavo Carvalho Ferrari
Justin Matthew Robles Ferra
Isabella Marie Fiero
Jasmine Guadalupe
Figueroa Casillas
Zulma Finney
Hannah Vahey Flach
Rickelmy Flamenco
Jalen Michael Flanagan
Anthony Flores
Antoni Francisco Flores
Carlos Alfredo Flores
Danae Taylor Flores
Devin Anthony Flores
Leonardo J Flores
Megan Kim Ninal Flores
Miakela Caitlyn Flores
Eva Flores Hernandez
Leopoldo Eli Flores Herrera
Kenya Flores Vazquez
Keani Flores-Solano
Colin Joseph Flynn
Brett James Fochtman
K’shai Anaya Fox
Karime Fragosa Birruete
Daniel R Francis
Anavictoria Fregoso
Keylla M Freitas
Kyle T Frenna
Ileana Fuentes
Abraham A Fuentes Quezada
Alaina Fuetsch
Haruka Fukushima
Lillian Adele Fuller
Jordan Gabaldon
Evelyn Petra Gaitan
Andrew Gallardo
Elvira Alejandra Gallegos
Cameron Gambos
Jeremy Alexander Gantvoort
Estrella Nayeli Gaona
Alondra Garcia
Cristian Ruiz Garcia
Crystal Jannett Garcia
Desirae Star Garcia
Edlin Garcia
Janet Garcia
Jessie Garcia
Justine Garcia
Kassandra Marie Garcia
Michelle Garcia
Nicholas Alexander Garcia
Samuel Dominic Garcia
Jose Antonio Garcia Higuera
Brenda Garcia Rios
Maya Ely Garcia-Mis
Nadia Guadalupe
Garibaldo Silva
Elias Garza
Ashley Pamela Gaspar
Sarah Gatica
Celaya Bophal Gavina
Cristy Gaytan
Salam Joseph Gebre
Justin Leonid Gee
Kelsey Gehr
Alexander Geminiano
Kristen Joy Gonzalez Gillespie
Aaliyah Mia Gilliard
Gillian Gines
Tanya Guadalupe Godinez
Cristal Godinez Lustre
Anthony Roland Gojild
Brad E Goldman
Alan Gomez
Jose Rogelio Gomez
Marlon Gomez
Stefani Gomez
Valeria Gomez
Jhoana Alexandra
Gomez Lozano
Erica Michelle Gong
Andrea Dayanna Gonzalez
Cassandra Gonzalez
Liliana Alejandra Gonzalez
Karla Jessica Gonzalez
Leslie Gonzalez
Nubia Andrea Gonzalez
Pedro Gonzalez
Vincente C. Gonzalez
Ashley Gonzalez Espinoza
Ona Gonzalez Lopez
Jennifer Gonzalez Palo
Itzel Gonzalez Salazar
Angelica Gonzalez-Anguiano
Karina Gonzalez-Padilla
Itzell Gonzalez-Rubio
Melinda Gordon Burrus
Ida Gotovskaya
Mason Graham
Daniel Eduardo Granados
Joshua Graves
Elizabeth Alla Gravitt
Ashley Greene-Orozco
Alexis Angelyn Grenier
Madeline Jane Grenville
Ekreet Grewal
Snjot Kaur Grewal
Quinncy Michelle Griffin
Cole Griffo
Hayley Maureen Grimshaw
Kylie Grinham
Kay Andrew Groft
William F Grub
Cristi Guadron Barahona
Kris Guan
Qiu Yan Guan
Bianna Marie Guerrero
Isela Aylin Guervara
Elizabeth Guervara Acevedo
Rafael Dominic Gulatco
Anavictoria Guin
Rachel Delgado Guinn
Jowellana Cato Guino-O
Isaiah V. Guirao
Lucas Gulbinauskas
Mark A Gundran
Cristina Monserrat
Monserrat Gutierrez
Iciss Dominique Gutierrez
Sarah Marie Gutierrez
Myranda Gutierrez-Mendez
Richard Micheal
Gutierrez-Soliz
Vincent Gutilia
Alfredo Guzman
Citally Jaqueline Guzman
Marissa Nicole Guzman
Martin Guzman
Regan Sofia Hadfield
Abdulla Hagi Ismail
Jeffers Reed Haile
Heraf Fikru Haileselassie
Liliana Yasmín-Gonzalez Hakim
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Aurentar Sepiuta
O’lootoa Tupoufutuna
Luseane A Tutoe
Diane Tyler
Plamen Tzetkov
Jackelyn Floridalma Ucan
Enzo fabrizio Ugaz
Megan Upchurch
Brady Mark Urbina
Ezrahita Lorena Urbina
Michael Camilo Uresti
Jorge Uribe
Jocelyne Urtiz Ballesteros
Dianna Urzua-Rios
Alexander Yafeid
Emilio Martin Valencia
Joel Gustavo
Valeria Chumbe
Vannesal Vallee
Jack Nicholas Vallee
Noelia Maribel Valleejo
Caroline Amanda Yan Zandt
Nohely Vargas
Thomas Anthony Vargas
Maria Paz Vargas-Figueroa
Jorge Alejandro Vasquez
Violet Isabel Vasquez
Gabriella Denise Vazquez
Hailey Bryanna Vazquez
Annalise R Velazquez Njissang
Keheolani Vele
Janise Alejandra Velez
Spencer Dillon Vercelli
Iyanna Monay Vernon
Geraldine Mercedes Viera
Kianna Elizabeth Vigil
Diego Alberto Villa
Mayia M Villalobos
Ariana Priscilla Villanueva
Daniel Villarreal
Daisy Evelyn
Villasenor Miranda
Wallace Lee Vincent
John Ferrer Viray
Arianna Vizzacino
Nicholas Alexander Voogd
Don Trong Vu
Kylie Nicole Vu
Jasmine Zuniga
Chelsea Rae Walker
Emily Jane Wang
Isaiah Allen Washington
Conrad Tybalt Watkins
Cereiny Faith Watson
Isabella Mayen Weiss
Gillian Paige Welcher
Nicholas Weller
Amanda Susanne White
Taylor Michelle White
Robert Whitfield
Kobe Lasanga Wijesekeera
Graeme F Williams
Shanel Williams
Clarissa Williams-White
Jessica Gabriela Wilson
Thaddeus Wilson
Tyler Matthew Wilson
Nicholas Windle
Logan McKnight Wippern
Conner Michael Wong
Jade Wing Wong
Kelly Ray Woods
Ryan John Woodward
Jesse A Wright
Anayeli Xicotechticatl
Binghong Xie
Alisha Xiong
Christian David Yamane
Aneema Amatul-Nur Bint Yameen
Helen Paolotta Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee Zdepiski
Lalaya M Zeidan
Hind Zeitohn
Jiaying Zhang
Lisa Zhen
Jie Zheng
Shengxie Zheng
Austin Zhou
Karen Zhou
Edwyna Zhu
Austin Zhou
Jasmin Zhang
Helen Paolotta
Christian David Yamane
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andie Ynostroza
Yu You
Kyla Young
Muchen Yuan
Linda Roxana Zamora Garcia
Jizzel Zapata
Jordan Gabriel Zaragoza
Maximilian Zavala
Peter Atlee
LaLana Correa Yasko
Christopher Yau
Marco Yip
Angelica Andi
Kenneth Alberto
Mehdia Masoma Mehdi
Isabel Marie Mayfield
Lizeth Paola Martinez Pedroza
Linh Thuc Mao
Jennifer Mandeville
Thang T Luong
Leilah C. Lui
Kaylie Liu
Emily F Liu
Rafael Vera Leon
Piper Corrin Lawrence
Madison Ariel Lawley
Weng Hong Lam
Madison Ariel Lawley
Piper Corrin Lawrence
Santo Domingo

Sehee Noh
Dylan James O’Connor
John Hyup Oh
Thais Oliveira Bachman
Alexander E Orellana
Juliana Maria Orellana
Noah Esequiel Melgoza Ortega
Serena Padda
Victoria Isabella Padilla
Oscar Palafoux
Kimheng Peng
Ismael Piceno
John J Piptone
Kayla Podd
Sara Danielle Podesta
Augustine Noah Ponce
Tina Quach
Andrew Stephen Raul
Maria Reyes Fabregat
Santicho Ricci Justo
Josue Ernesto Rodriguez
Ramil I Rodriguez
Cecilia Romanos
Caftin Michele Ryman
Anastasia Ryzhova
Lily Anita Safi
Justine Kelly Saligo
Victoria Ashley Sanchez
Jackie Resurreccion
Santo Domingo
Kendra Michelle Sapp
Robert Hideyoshi Sato
Ryan Allen Scott
Sean Matturano Sebers
Jimin Seung
Zaynah Shaikh
Wei Chi Shan
Banaz Sinjary
Morgan Elizabeth Spears
Kristen Alyssa Stapleton
Nina Christine Stinnett
Mark Tong Kio Tam
Siu Yan Tam
Jonard Aries Collado Timbol
Alyssa Uyen-My Tran
Dang Hai Tran
Hien Tran
Tay Truong
Finn Jacobsen Tyvoll
Alexandra Vargas
Nadezda Vasilyeva
Steven Anthony Vasquez
Julia Sanchez Vidal
Jose Gonzalez Vilchez
Rizelle Pearl Villar Jugarap
Vinh Quang Vo
Min Wang
Taniya Aaliyah Washington
Juliet Dubow Wettle
Sara Joy Wizig
Katherine Wong
Spencer Joel Wong
Katelyn Wu
Jiuliang Xian
Shino Yamagami Cline
Christopher David Yeary
Jessica Yousef
Sydney Yuen
Julie Cui Zhu

MANGA CUM LAUDE

Neha Aeri
Bathsheba Kebede Aktilu
Anna Elika Nilla Akpawu
Rim Al Azzani
Carlos Javier Alainz Rodriguez
Zaherhy Rhoda Alcala
Andres Acides Alfaro
Samarth Basavaraj Annigeri
Raxelle Mae Atela
Stephanie Uzordimna Awuzie
Brittny Janett Ayala
Berencia Baca-Ceballos
Kimberly Clara Barajas
Asma Barak
Nya Avelina Ramos Bautista
Ian Michael Bellman
Mikaela Beltran
Kimberlyn Grace Ellis Bravo
Leonardo Jose Bustamante
Florence Anne Romero Cadiz
Henry George Cai
Maria Franceska B Camunias
Emely Elizabeth Carramo
Arke Kenan Udasco Cariaga
Jacqueline Erin Carluen
Amanda Castillo
Estefany Vianney Castillo
Jazlyn Isabel Castro
Jade Y Chan
Russell Angelo Chan
Jasmin J Chavarria
Grace Ellen Cheechov
Alexander Wen-Ji Chen
Dawei Chen
Ming Chen
Jessica Cheng
Elisa Hsiao-Rou Chih
Chystal Chiu
Zachary Colbert
Kehlani Chaves	
Kathleen Acierto
Katrina Cheng
Diana Renata Chase
Sara Hassan
Chun Chen
Elena Choi
Candice Chung
Julie Cui Zhu
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Hannah Hum  
Sushmita Humagain  
Leighanna Mylhin Huynh-Lee  
Aaron James Igel  
Aundrea Indrieri  
Victoria Deedee Interiano  
Louie Alexander Jackson  
Taranee Jasmin Jalali  
Elsie Francine Jao  
Zhenwen Jiang  
Alyssa Danielle Jimenez  
Ethan Paul Johnson  
Chloe Amber C Jopanda  
Ethan Paul Johnson  
Alyssa Danielle Jimenez  
Zhenwen Jiang  
Elsie Francine Jao  
Alyssa Danielle Jimenez  
Zhenwen Jiang  
Alyssa Danielle Jimenez  
Zhenwen Jiang  
Elsie Francine Jao  
Alyssa Danielle Jimenez  
Zhenwen Jiang  
Alyssa Danielle Jimenez  
Zhenwen Jiang  
Alyssa Danielle Jimenez  
Zhenwen Jiang  
Alyssa Danielle Jimenez  
Zhenwen Jiang  
Alyssa Danielle Jimenez  
Zhenwen Jiang  
Alyssa Danielle Jimenez  
Zhenwen Jiang

Trevor James Merrell  
Caitlin Mietzel  
Alexis D Milligan  
Zain Mirza  
Peyton Elizabeth Moore  
Isabel Marie Moreno  
Taiyo Mori  
Joseph Moseley  
Yasmeen Nagi Mubarez  
Mu Young Mun  
Jose Jesus Murillo  
Muhammed A Nafees  
Derek Nolan Navarro  
Kristine Vy Nguyen  
Tam Nguyen  
Denisse Perla  
Nguyen Martinez  
Kathryn Nielsen  
Nik Shakhrul Naffiz  
Bin Nik Azhan  
Sarah Christine Noss  
Esther Oluwajimololu  
Ogunmure  
Felix Ow  
Pedro Jose Palacios  
Michaela-Marie Silva Palma  
Zhiya Pan  
Justin Ray Paras  
Kory Kato Parobek  
Seth Li Pavlicek  
Ingrid Marie Pedersen  
Victor Gabriel Pedraza Lopez  
Yinxin Peng  
Cyan Justin Pepito Petalver  
Toan Chi Pham  
Phuong Kim Phan  
Tina Hao Nhi Phan  
Jorge Manuel Pinzon Figueroa  
Ezra Player  
Emelita Ponciano  
Shauhin Pourshayegan  
Arabella Melliza Prestosa  
Joanna Catherine Sandil  
Quintos  
Robert Anthony Ramirez  
Sophia I. Ramirez  
Zitlali Ramirez Perez  
Nicholas C Ramos  
Avery Jones Rasband  
Karla C Rayo  
Diana Rose Ramirez Reginaldo  
Claudia Karina Revele-Lee  
Evelyn Yadira Reyes  
Sharlene Abigail Reyes  
Josephine Roque  
Rios-Rodriguez  
Mireia Rivero Rossi  
Karina Sierra Rodriguez  
Harrison Rondeau  
Jazmin Rosillo  
Roger Patrick Ryan  
Mika Shene Uyvico Sabo  
Gabrielle Camila  
Carracedo Salamanca  
Kyle Salamat  
Alexis Leya Salinas  
Martin Jhostinnof Salvatierra  
Brianna Janel Sanchez  
Danica Jenelle Sanchez  
Paula Alejandro Sarmiento  
Anthony Michael Sebbo  
Sara Murad Ahmed Seid  
Yoon Mi Seo  
Yasin Mohammed Shaikh  
Manish Sharma  
Saru Shrestha  
Pedro Juan Silva  
Wendy Yingshu Ting  
Sarah Jane Skibby  
Jack Rourke Sloucim  
Janavee Sasha Solis  
Christopher Marquez  
Solorzano  
Megan Alexis Sparrow  
Jasmine Rachaell  
Stapleton-Hart  
Alex Su  
Lance Vuong Sunzeri  
Cory Swango  
Rui Shuen Tan  
Pak Hin Tang  
Alyssa Jocelyn Tanner  
Erica Mae Baura Tano  
Lucia Tinajero  
Marco A Tinoco  
Sherizzah Ros Topacio  
Paulina Isabel Torres  
Eric Nicholas Tovar  
Anna Tran  
Catherine Tran  
Lam Hoai Tran  
Isabella Rose Trujillo  
Kayla Truong  
Rachel Yu-chiao Tseng  
Quoc Kien Tu  
Jubilee Tuason  
Chevez D. Turner  
Jonathan Oscar Valadez  
Guadalupe Del Carmen  
Valencia  
Natalia Valencia  
Katalynna N Yang  
Michael Vasquez  
Marilyn Elizabeth Vazquez  
Alexander Manuel Villalvazo  
Brielle Carina Villanueva  
Madeline Claire Villaverde  
Teya Lynn Vincent  
Giang T. Linh Vu  
Jiahao Wang  
Sierra Hanly Watts  
Nikayla Elaine Weaver  
Natasha Marie Wilczkowiak  
Mary Louise Wolfbrandt  
Leon Tan Wong  
Trewen Chak-Fung Wong  
Annie Wu  
Dongxiang Wu  
Elena Rose Wyckoff  
Alexis Xavier-Bell  
Daniel G Xu  
Khin Yadana  
Cameron Michael Yee  
Eron Yeung  
Joseph Michael Yonezawa  
Akari Christina Yu  
Tony Wal-Fone Yung  
Chenhui Zhang  
Draco Zhao  
Karen Pei Ming Zhao  
Yongyu Zhao  
Jovan  
Arianna Adorno-Williams  
Justin Floyd Adriano  
Anella Agosta  
Nnamdi Michael Agu

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Keon H. Abbasi  
Baha Abdalla  
Lana Naser Abdallah  
Faycal Zakari Abdebi  
Khaled Said Abdelmannan  
Jibrael Resmy Abdellawahhab  
Vida Abdinai  
Abdoulfatah Abdillahi  
Hamid Abdul Gasfor  
Mahmoud Ahmad Abedelal  
Katelynn Lorenzo Abida  
Mathew Olusegun Abiola  
Roya Abkenari  
Polina Abramson  
Igor Maeda Abud  
Adrian Jeremy Medina Accad  
Alejandro Aceves Madriz  
Jassarane Destiny Acosta  
Jason Earl Adams  
Kylee Nicole Adams  
Nishtikumar Pinakin  
Adhvaryu  
Arianna Adorno-Williams  
Justin Floyd Adriano  
Anella Agosta  
Nnamdi Michael Agu
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Kenneth Chan
Suren Anthony Chandrasena
Jaycee J. Chang
Michael Harrison Chang
Aaron R Charles-Rhymes
Anastasia Trinity Chaudry
Gabriela Malena Chavez
Vincent Christopher Chavez
Jacquelyn Beatriz Chavez-Henriquez
Damon Che
Girish Chegu
Aaron G Chen
Haohui Chen
Jason Chen
Jintao Chen
Jonathan Jia-Ling Chen
Karen Y Chen
Lefeng Chen
Michael Li Chen
Ming Wei Chen
Yinling Chen
Zhijie Chen
Shu Cheung Cheng
Kayla Martin Chery
Michael Cheung
Victoria Cheung
Deserai Sreyrov Chhon
Miri Chikwelu
Lindsay Cherise Chin
Taia Lai Chin
Michelle Julienne Chiong
Egan Chiu
Sungmu Cho
Louie Chow
Michelle Gillian Chow
Karina Choy
Kevin Chrzanowski
Eric Chu
Sophia Chu
Patrick Y Chung
Voratitt Chunharuckchot
Destiny Tanasesha Clark
Faith Angela Coats
Antonio Matthew Cole
Ana Patricia Companar
Derrick Stephen Compas
Maria Elyandra Concepcion
Catherine Lynn Conger
Crystalene Connelly
Moises Contreras
Brooke Conway
Joseph Conway
Lizeth Nataly Cordova
Joaquin Eduardo
Cordova Perez
Yazmin Coria
Isaiah Michael Corona
Stephanie Aileen Corona
Jurgen Corpuz
Marcus Daniel Corral
Steven Corrales
Abigail Cortes
Katherine Ochoa Cortes
Isaia Joselin Cortes SoanCatl
Kendra Sarahi Cortez
Juan Carlos Cortez Guerra
Sergio Yankel
Cotom Hernandez
Philip Jordan Cox
Patricia Nicole Cristales
Melanie Mayela Cruz
Nayeli Aidee Cruz Perez
Araceli Teressa Cuellar
Juan Carlos Cueva
Natalee Kristine Culver
Taylor Lynn Cummings
Jacob Dylan Curiel-Dorsey
Katharina Da Fonte Campos
Amal Amen Daghshan
Carmina Mae Dalao
Christian Alberto D’Alessandro
Braden Matthew Dalit
Twigg Damy Bravo
Sean Dang
Michael Dao
Thanh Dao
Aroj Pradeepkumar Das
Gabriel Michael Dasilva
Albert Santos David
Josemar Enrick A. David
Michaela Jamie Reyes David
Tyler James Davis
Ailas Elena De Hoogh
Sandra Marie De La Riva
Prisilla De La Torre
Mitzi Yadra De Loera
Elizabeth Marie De Los Santos
Karla Jazmin De Los Santos
Eleazar Alves DeAlmeida
Jonathan Christian
Manzano Del Rosario
Joshua L. Del Rosario
Elizabeth Socrorro Delgado
Rodrigo Delgado Riosas
Malik Andrew Leon Demartha
Lisa Deng
Destiny Desamito
Jasmine Kaur Dhillon
Alejandra Diaz
Alexander Adrian Diaz
Kayla Marie Diaz
Martin Diaz
Rocio Jacqueline
Diaz Hernandez
Bethany Dickson
Devin Joseph Dimock
Estefan Enrique Dinarte
Yeganeh Maryam Dineli
Casauan Bernard Dixon
Jason Matthew Dox
Tammy Nguyet Do
Uyen Le Phuong Doan
Valerie Doan
David Allan McCormick
Dollentas
Janelle Dorado
Adam Robert Doucette
Lawrence Du
Lia O. Duncan
Andrew David Dunlap
Dat Duong
Eleodoro Duran
Anya Natalia Durgerian
Rebekah Durrett
Devon Rey Robillo Dy-Liacco
Menghuy Ean
Joseph Echevarria
Dabrian Abelino Edwards
Timon Eggbebrecht
Marina Elizabeth Eggleston
Yasuyuki Max Ejima
George Eks
Sierra Nicole Ekmalian
Haben Eubay
Alexander David
Andrew Enciso
Emujin Enkhbold
Ariunderdene Erdenebileg
Donovan Michael Escareño
Guadalupe Suzanne Escarcega
Elizabeth Victoria Escoto
Serafin Escutia-Corral
Jasmine Espinaza
Jesse Espinaza
Maya Espinaza
Michelle Esdabel Espinaza
Joselyn Anahi Espinosa-Lopez
Alexander Esquivel
Guadalupe Esquivel
Rhea Mae Marapao Estacio
Jaclyn Danielle Estes
Vivian Estrada
Melecio James Estrella
Praise Onyedikachi Eubany
Lyle Thomas Eustice
Parker Coltrane Evans
Pia Gabrielle Evans
Tyeesha Shakira Fadlin
Khosraw Faiz
Syed Muhammad Faiz
Nicol Dennise Fajardo
Hadasa Fakalolo
Allin Fang
Jiayu Fang
Ahmed Nabil Farah
Brianna Therese
Farias Casillas
Christopher Farnsworth
Jaden Jose Caparas Faustino
Xingjie Feng
Aza Ferhatovic
Benedick Feria
Nathan Ramon Fernandez
Karli Matthew Paulo Ferrer
Nattasia Sunshine Ferrin
Cecilia Ferrusquia
Aaron Joseph Festejo
Garrett Fetisoff
Briana Iridian
Figueroa-Amaro
Ashley Nicole Figueroa-Gwee
Erie Gabrielle Filbrun
Kyle J Filippuzzi
Matthew Steven Firestone
Hanna Nicole Flesman
Judith Florencio
Alyna Amelia Flores
Ilse A Flores
Ysobelle Dominique Flores
Eduardo Flores Galindo
Ariana Flores Ibarra
Manolis Nikos Flores
Olivia Madison Floyd
Makayla Foley
Ismael Ivan Fonseca
Maria Lorraine Fonseca
Vincent C Fortney
Jonathan Darcy Foster
Bernard Fots
Jeremy Michael Fouls
Ana Tae Foust
Neriah Ahyoka Foye
Emanuel Francis
Nicole Alyssa V. Francisco
Johana Franco Osorio
Lissa Maria Francois
Zachary James Fredrickson
Keylya M Freitas
Eddie Fu
Cinthya Karen Fuente
Adriana Aguirre Fuerte
Jason Fujii
Tyler John Retiro Fulinara
Justin Hajime Furukawa
Luis Antonio Galicia
Lizette Galindo
Clarissa Gallardo
Emilio Agustín Gallegos
Vanessa Galvan
Diana Gabriela Galvez
William Galvin
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jianing Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas Z Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T'Kiah Lewis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Lew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taimane Lesa-Hardee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriana Leon - Betancourt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denisse Alexis Leon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casalena Len</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ter Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nastacia S Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka Ki Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kai Liao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivy J Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jianbo Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joyce Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yinxi Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhi W Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ailin Liang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chunyu Liang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason J Liang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junhong Liang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka Wah Liang Liang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Liao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittney Leigh Liberati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Will Lientz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody Jeremiah Lim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jalen Mikel Lim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray Gustavo Limon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivy J Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyan Ye Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas Linares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Linares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Ling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Oliver Lining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francisco Javier Lira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dezhen Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zheyuan Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Lizarra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik Lockett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Nicole Lockhart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Douglas Locklar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dengwen Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eduardo Rodrigues Lopes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bianca Angelique Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eduardo Brixen Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Alexander Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Simon Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kassandra Elise Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lionel Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Ruben Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Anthony Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberto Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvador R Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starr Marie Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sucre E Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carli Rose Lopez Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suceette Ivonne Lopez-Areteaga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuseli Lopez-Ortiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raquelle Ybona Lozada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorena Lozano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man Lu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andres Lucero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Joseph Ludwig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Michael Ludwig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Jeng Luh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Gee Chung Lui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelica Lujano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tavia Morelia Lumpkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan James Lunderville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanxuan Luo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiaqi Luo Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Tran Luong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared MacDonald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misael Alejandro Macias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Andrea Mack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaya Christine Madayag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moira Madera Maldonado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra Anahi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maduene-Salcedo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrique Magana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Salim Magee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riya Maharjan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosef Yohannes Mahdere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Mai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonieta Elizabet Maldonado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stivaly Maldonado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahrim Z Malek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asad Ahmed Malik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sareyah Malik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Catherine Maloney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rydell Jacob Manahan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julian Manais</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelica Mejia Maneclang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubie Diana Mejia Maneclang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Florendo Manila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiara Hyann Maple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheaanna Janae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariano De Padua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devan Marmol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenimar Moreira Marques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelvin Marquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valeria Alejandra Marquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinity Marie Marrazo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamontay Andrew Marshall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent Rick Martel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Elizabeth Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madelene Sita Ramlochan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remi Adele Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zarian Arthur Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriana Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberto Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kasandra Marie Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariano Alonzo Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Lee Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikaela Irene Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Ernesto Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheymin Martinez Molina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick Mastrangelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dafne Dzoara Mata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jovanna Mata Lugo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Michelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matautia-Cavins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Marie Mathey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komronbek Matmuratov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minami Matsumoto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Motoaki Matsuura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loni Renee Matthew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Carriillo Matyas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seng Maw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahid Mayeli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calvin Dwight Mayugba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingrid Paola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazariegas Ponce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khirah B McCoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven Tranee McDonald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taelor Irene McDonald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avrie Skylar McKinley-Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiernan John McMahon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen Ray Medina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Veronica Medina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Samantha Medina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Michael Medina Olguin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Kaur Mehroke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivian Mei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlo Alexis Mejia-Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Kevan Meline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoë Mellard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arturo J Mendoza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristian Mendoza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Mendoza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Victoria Mendoza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick A Mendoza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaspar Mendoza-Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Marie Menegus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lina Meng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesia Elizabeth Mercado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayné Laven Merkerson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Angelo S. Miclat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christye Millici</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brook Megumi Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmy Katherine Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathaniel James Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe Mae Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick K Mims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Andres Miranda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonardo Valencia Miranda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Miranda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelina Monique Mireles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lena Nasreen Mirzada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohamed Mohamed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedro Hugo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monteiro De Paula Uchoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yessica Montoya Mercado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francisco Ivan Morales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayshia Serene Moreno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar Moreno-Velazquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Reed Morinini</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sara Mougharbel
Leinea Keilani Mueller
Autumn Mullins
Isabella Helen Munoz
Carolina Munoz Vargas
Gabriel Munoz Zarazua
María Paula Muriel Flores
Marie Angelie Murillo
Alondra Murillo Contreras
Kai Sydney Musico
Camryn Marie Myers
Kshithij Nagesh
Ryan K Naidu
Khin Myat Mon Naing
Than Htet Naing
Daniel Alexander Nakano
Dong Hyun Nam
Neetan Narayan
Nishant M Narayanan
Nica Angela Natalio
Ashwini Nathan
Christopher Nathan
Adriana Navarro
Marilyn Navarro Lopez
Arcel Roman
Navarro Montejano
Joyce Anne Pardo Nazareno
Joseph Ndungu
Yvette Valle Negrete
David Lino Neri
Truong Phuc Lam Ngo
Victor Ka-Jun Ngo
Anthony Nguyen
Brian Minh Nhan Nguyen
Brian Nguyen
Donna Nguyen
Hugh Nguyen
Jenny Ngoc Nguyen
Julie Truong Nguyen
Kim Nguyen
Linda Nguyen
Matthew Nguyen
Sang Ngoc Nguyen
Scott Nguyen
Trangca Nguyen
Tung Gia Nguyen
Tyler Le Nguyen
Vivian Vong Nguyen
Jose A Nila Paredones
Jaden Zacaria Nixon
Ian Matthew Nodaros
Garth Ngogela
Mandy Noto
Alyssa Kate Novak
Travis Jordan Nuckolls
Maximo Nunez
Eric John Nuñez
Myra Chinweye Nwosibe
Emmanuel Chisom Obiorah
Fernando Ochoa
Maritza Krystal Ochoa
Chukwuebuka Munachimso Oduo
Nicholas Olayemi Ogunyankin
Joyce C Ojcasastro
Efechun Onye Nwokor
David Anthony Olinger
Alexys Oliva
Pualani Oluares
Yesica Yuridia Onofre Fletes
Nnaemeka Chinwuba
Oneybuenyi
Akar Ok
Jose Valentin Ordenez
Daniel Orman
Marcos Andres Oropeza
Edgar Rolando Orozo Galaneo
Alexiz Jermyee-Lee Ortiz
Alejandro Francisco
Oriz-Carrillo
Ashley Dianna Osorio
Cassandra Marie Osorio
Justin Ou
Nicole Marie Owens
Allison Mei O'Yang
Sameer Raj Pabla
Nishat Aman Pachchigur
Stephanie Noemi Pacheco
Relie Padilla
Kyle Anthony Padua
Matthew Isaiah Paez
Jennifer Rene Pagel
Cristobal Palencia
Garrett Scott Palmer
Luca Jewell Panzarella
Jaqueline Paredes
Michell A Paredes
Eric Park
Jeong Won Park
Zion Amir Parker
Armando Isaai Partida De La O
Katrina Amy Paske
Janvi Manishbhai Patel
Rutu Shaleshbhai Patel
Vire Patel
Alfredo Patino
Ikechukwu Sunday Paul
Jose Alfonso Pazmino Mantilla
Jack Lawrence Pearson
Noah Okaibay Pedraza
Marx John Floro Pena
Veronica Alejandra Pena
Francesca Isabelle
Libran Penabellup
Micaela Angela Cruz Penaflo
Yi Peng
Morena Guadalupe Pereira
Adrian Perez
Christopher Perez
Josceline Sasha Perez
Mauroen Matheza Cruz Perez
Savannah Camille Perez
Crystal Perez Genchi
Estefania Perez Medina
Richard Rene Perez Rodriguez
Karlo Rebecca Pesqueda
Angela Minh Pham
Trung-Duong Kaimi Pham-Vu
Thach Kevin Le Phan
Anna Nicole Philipp
Eric Scott Phillipott
Dhammapatipan Phoemphon
Zin May Phy
Bryan Angel Pineda
David Alex Pinon
Leanne Jhaelyne Pinto
John Michael Piper
Jordan Julianna Pires
Amy Elizabeth Pisoni
Chadwick William Plath
Sakar Pokhrel
Timothy Ryan Polich
Danielle Marie Ponce
Wing Poon
Harprince Singh Pooni
Michael Portillo
Melanie Jane Poserio
Germaina N Powell
Kendall James Powell
Lily Anne Powers
Priya Pradeep
Anders Fraest
Meagan V Prasad
Taliesa Solara Pressley
Kathleen Matilda Provence
Elena Francesca Puccetti
Anthony Richard Punila
Lillian Purves
Jalen Urien Morales Puzon
Giuseppe Quattrocchi-Mosher
Lorenza Laquindanum
Quiambao
Andy Martin Quintanilla
Cruz Alexander Quintanilla
Samantha M Quintanilla-Loftis
Nicholas Aarron Rackard-Hilt
Sahil Rai
Vikram Singh Rai
Gianna Marie Raiti
Umar Rama
Diego Ramirez
Kimberly Ramirez
Marissa Kiley Ramirez
Rogerio Ramirez
Daniel Armando
Ramirez Barahona
Alisson Cristina
Ramirez Cruz
Erica Elizabeth
Ramirez Guzman
Kristel Montserrat
Ramirez Miranda
Celia Ely Ramirez Navarrete
Amanda Yazmin Ramos
Dorhikas L Ramos
Elza Janette Ramos
Jesse Anthony Ramos
Jose Angel Ramos
Sarai Ramos
Parishia Ranabhat
Sonya Marie Randle-Wise III
Komal Rani
Jessica Adel Rantisi
Melissa Afaf Rantisi
Deana Rasul
Aditya Ravi Kumar
Ali Razagup
Jake Redmond
Seth William Rehmann
Geraldine Renteria
Arnold Leonard Reyes
Beatrice Elizabeth M. Reyes
Katya Reyes
Jared Ray Richardson
Fabian Anthony Rico
Joan Braulio Rioja
Arielle Toledo Riray
Melanie M Rivas
Beyonce Sveydey Rivera
Diego Rivera
Jacqueline Rivera Camacho
Farwah Rizwan
Justin Cabrillo G Roaquin
Avery Julia Roberts
Malaijahna Robinson
Monaye Cameshia Robinson
Quinn Steven Robinson
Cynthia Robles
Karin Maria Robles
Fatima Rodarte
Melvin Rodolfo Rodas
Cristian Adrian Rodriguez
Erik Rodriguez
Armando Rodriguez Chaparro
Fernanda Rodriguez Rivera
Jon Jon Romero
Jose Jesus Romero
Jeanette Romo
Natalia Rosado
Louie Angelo De Claro Rosales
Antonio Rosas Maheda

Class of May | August 2023—Bachelor’s Degrees (continued)
Taylor Marie Ross
Rebekah Katharine Roth
Lauren Oliviany Roxas
Dipesh Roy
Jennuya Flower Roybal
Nestor Adelki Ruelas Armenta
Gabriel Jacob Ruiz
Nicholas M Ruiz
Nicole Ruiz
Maria Guadalupe Ruiz Vega
Jacob W Russell
Cole Ruud
Jeremiah Salvador Ruvalcaba
Cassidy Joyce Rydeen
Zachary Sabado
Boki Muhammad Safayev
Surminder K Sahota
Karen Jasmine Salamanca
Patricia Salamanca
Nolan Joseph Robles Salas
Carina Elizabeth Salazar
Michael Adam Salazar
Natalie Salazar
Santiago Salazar
Abraar Mohammed Saleem
Intsaa O Saleh
Henry Leonel Sales Hernandez
Komal Salim
Raül Eduardo Salinas
Carmina-Amparo Bustamante Salmasan
Cheyenne Marie Salvo
Mariana Samaya
Briana Vanessa Sanchez
Gisselle Lidia Sanchez
Jordan Alejandro Sanchez
Maria Angela Sanchez
Ruby Sanchez
Sam Casselle Sanchez
Victoria Sanchez
Alex Sanchez Ramirez
Perla Sanchez Silva
Jose Luis Sanchez Vidal
Edwin Aram Sanchez-Ascencio
Milana Sanders Sanders
Gurvir Singh Sandhu
Cristal R Sandoval
Siddharth Sankar
Raul Santiamanta
Anelle Milagros Santana
John Lee Santiago
Charles Rene Santisteban
Leslie Santos
Lesly Crystal Sanvicente
Irene Elisabeth Sarsen
Andre Savella
Noah Andrew Savelli
Taglia Sophia Scatena
Alyssa L Schalk
Rebekah Raye Schroeder
Ryan Steven Scott
Joshua Amar Sehwani
Tilomai I Seuli-Phelps
Hiromi Sekine
Vannesa Sepulveda
Destiny Love Serafin
Berke Melissa Sever
Niloofar Shademanjou
Zarponna Noori Shaghasi
Jahnati M'Tesh Shah
Sara Shahrani
Mohammad Owais Wasi
Shaikh
Sameer Shaikh
Rakan E. R. Shannan
Christina Shao
Muzzaffar Sharapov
Mohamed Sharif
Yarin Sharma
Stephanie Kristine Shaver
Daisy LeAnne Sheard
Kobe Deshane Shelby
Issa Shihadeh
Justin Joond-Sch Shih
Nara Shin
Georgina Catherine Shirazi
Emily Shirvanian
Nikita K Shpak
Aman R Shrestha
Kiran Shrestha
Alana Shutkova
Celine Sierra-Higgins
Einar Bjarni Sigurðsson
Aafoorin Sikandar
Gabriel Steven Silva
Benediction Bora Simeons
Kamari Mariana Simpson
Yusuf Zuhair Sinada
Aaryan Singh
Devon Aaron Dutt Singh
Gurjit Singh
Inderdeep Singh
Ramit Singh
Roshti Singh
Sammeek Singh
Simran Singh
Michelle Fei Sit
Nabila Maria Sitjar Fernandez
Christina Situ
Joenna Situ
Aubrey Small
Chris Matthew Smith
Derek Christopher Smith
Kenneth Nkosi Lee Smith
Moraea June Smith
Shelby Haydeé Smith
Emma Jo Smooth
Gia Marie Snyder
Thant Zin Soe
Salsabila Solachuddin
Ivan David Solis
Tsewang Sonam
Ma‘ayan Sorani
Brigit Dolores Soriano
Jaden Christopher Soriano
Brianna Marie Soukup
Mohamed Souqula
Bakari C Spencer
Kullen Drake Stankfield
Joseph Maximillian Stark
Alexander Joseph Stanton
Aurora Stevens
Alexa Jordyn Strassner
Yan Kien Su
James Lester Summers
Rafael Jace Sunico
Arielle Destyni Surrratt
William Juyrutha Sy
Robert Swanson
Bilal M Syed
Zachary Harley Syvongsu
Tetiana Svyryn
Riza Mae Candelario
Tabangcura
Liviu Wilmot Tafari
Estefania Taffolla
Mohammed Alaeidin
Tag Elsir Abdalla
Avery Louie Tam
Curtis Kenneth Tam
Vidal Sanchez Tamayo II
Katie Tan
Riley Yolanda Tan
Rachel Tang
Astrid Parvaneh Tanner
Janaya Karol Victorio Tapang
Naryln Tayag
Jessica Rose Tayag Avecilla
A’lexus L Taylor
Massiah Taylor
Sam Erik Taylor
Olivia M Teegarden
Catarina Lorraina Tegtmeier
Valerie Templos
Jonathan Masaos-Magsaysay Terada
Achintya Thakur
Prasidh Thapa
Akash Thiaragar
Romas Singh Thind
El Thiri
Nicholas Thomas
Rance Thomas
Lauren Renee Thompson
Logan Y Thomsen
Seth Kaung Myat Thuta
Oleksandr P Tishchenko
Julie Tith
John Tobie
Joshua O. Tolentino
Malaysia Tolliver
Lauren Halie Toma-Sabio
Alexander John James
Torsian
Alezy Torres
Edgar Simon Torres
Kylee Torres
Carolina Torres Sanchez
Christopher V Torrez
Mohamed Hassan
Dorgeles Toure
David William Tran
Emily Minh-Nhu Tran
Eugenny Tran
Quang Vinh Tran
Angela Trandang
Genre Alanguang Transfiguracion
Erika Ruiz Trelut
Anna Mach Trinh
Brandon Truong
Peter Vinh Truong
Andrew Truxaw
Aaron Tsai
Catherine Tseyref
Ani Su Tuli
Lin Thet Tun
Briana Rose Tunison
Ariana Tunkett
Amelia Salote Angelica Marie
Tupou
Natalie Ulloa
Allou Marie Nadura Umadhay
Linda Diana Umana-Galo
Lita Underwood
Vidal Alfonso Urbina
Glenda Beatriz Urias
Alexander Urikh
Jennifer Carpio Usi
Altanbagana Uurtsaikh
Maricela Valdez
Vanessa Joy Valdez
Jacqueline Ashley L. Valentino
Jose Alejandro
Valenzuela Varela
Austin John Valera
Elias Adair Valladares
Ernesto Jose
Valladares Bonilla
David Valois
Deven R Van Greuningen
Cynthia VanDeWeert
Kayla Rosario Vargas
Jose M. Vasquez
Oscar Joab Vazquez
Rafael Daniel Vazquez
Ricardo Vazquez
Atharva Chandrakant Veer
Eduardo M. Vega
Emely Sarah Vega Villalobos
Stephanie Villalobos Veiga
Katrina Andrea Velarde
Francesca Angiolen Veasolco
Jose A. Leonor Velazco
Abigail Velazquez
Marlynn Vera-Reyes
Eloisa B. Verceles
Jonathan N. Vicencio
Clark-Kent Tualla Victa
Katelyn E. Victoria
Victoria Taylor Michelle Vigil
edoardo Villalobos
Paola Elizabeth
Villalobos Ulloa
Jason D Villanueva
Joshua M. Villanueva
Patricia Anne Villanueva
Kassandra Myka Reguine Villegas
Andrey Gabriel Del Rosario Villones
Sravani Viswanadha
Vincent Vien Vo
Jade Voong
Megan Renee Voss
Cat Tuong Vu
Sabrina Thu Trang Vu
Abdul Majeed Wahidi
Forest Seton Walker
Kyle Robert Wallace
Zaria Chanel Walston
Wilfred Wandji
Jie Wang
Jingran Wang
Shixian Wang
Declan Jackson Ward
Catherine Ware
Yujiin Choi Warren
Tyler T Wartzok
Wendi Wei
Zi Xiang Wei
Jenny Marie Weik
Jiacheng Wen
Melissa Wengler
Jairo Jaime Weyman
Amelia Wheaton
Austin Allan Wheeler
Krista Whelan
Asia Marie Williams
Christine Diane Williams
Lauren Hannah Williams
Connor Wilson
Erica Briana Wiltz
Aaron "Ace" Wise
Betty Wong
Christina Whitley Wong
Kenneth Wong
Kyle Wong
Megan Roslyn Wong
Garrett Lucas Wood
Jessica Wood
Michaela Christine Worona
Emily Wu
Liuting Wu
Wenjie Wu
Yingyi Wu
Japheth Clinton Wun
Jiahao Xian
Keller Xiao
Qiyin Xiao
Peiwen Xiong
Tyson Xu
Chengkai Yang
Chloe Nicole Yates
Zoe Marie Yates
Jiamin Ye
David Arturo Ye Luo
Brenton Yee
Christopher Alan Yee
Dwight Myong Yee
Shriya Yegalapati
Cyndel Joan Yepez
Diara Yeshenkolova
Elias G Yetechalew
Wilson Yin
Alayna Rae York
Courtney Ann Young
Steven Matthew Young
Anna Yu
Baoxin Yu
Shangfeng Yu
Zhenghua Yu
Austin Christian Yuen
Kyra Elisabeth Zablotsky
Jacob Sebastian Zainz
Jade Olivia Zaleski
Gabriela Araceli Zamarripa
Erica Del Sagrairo Zambrano
Johary Zamora
Mario Alejandro Zamora
Priscilla Gisselle Zamora
Daniel Alejandro Zapien
Alexis Vianey Zavala
Paola Yasmin Zavala Chavez
Ali Jon Zazi
Harrick Zeng
Lila Zermeno
Madeleine A. Zevallos
Juntao Jay Zhang
Kelsey Marie Zhang
Victor Tiger Zhang
Xiyi Zhao
Zixuan Zhao
Carlos Luis Zheng
Jingning Zheng
Willy Zheng
David Zhou
Jonathan J Zhou
Yucheng Zhou
Guangchang Zhu
Michael Alexander
Zuniag-Herrera

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

Candidates for graduation with honors

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Maelynn Michelle Le
Sydney Roberts

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Zhao Song
Eric Ye

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

Matthew Aguilar
Gaby Ignacio Aldaz
Bridget Eloisa Altez
Brandon Kavika Morris
Allyson Marie Ward
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE

MASTER OF ARTS

Laura Joy Aasland
Ashlyn Jean Abbott
Martha Abdel Sayed
Elaisa Judith Acosta Meneses
Holden Wink Aguirre
Mahmoud Saleh Al Shawhati
Rund Alharatani
AbdulRahman AlHomoud
Tawny Jasmine Allen
Emma Elise Allen-Landwehr
Helena Almassy
Tudor Amza
Calvin Michael Anderson
Samuel James
Anderson-Moxley
Robyn Nicholle Applon
Angela Christine Buenaseda Aquilizan
Martha K Aristakessian
Alma Valerie Astorga
Sydney Rachel Bader
Ilana Baer
Soyeong Bak
Catherine Alison Ballard
Marianna Guadalupe Ballesteros Dominguez
Byron Daniel Barahona
Ronny Batista
Johnmark Zachary Bautista
Ilke Bayazitli
Victor Jose Becerra
Isaaf Beltran
Manuel Antonio Benitez
Rachael Irene Bermudes
Angelina Marie Bidema
Daniel Kato Bisase
Megan Blair
Giorgio Davide Boggio
Chiaki Tsuchiya Borissoff
Antonella Alessandra Boucher Ottoy
Aikaterini Bousleli
Jason Bowers
Shayd Marie Bowers
Matthew David Bragg
Kaylah Summer Breiz
Alexandra Lee Brown
Darcy L Brunk
Katie Bui
Nathaniel Kienan Burke
Rachel Lee Byerley
Aleya Caballero
Irene Cedillo
Michaela Chairez
Samantha Chang
Luis Rafael Chavez Ayala
Qian Chen
John Francis Chew
Anita Chiu
Victoria Olivia Sherry Chou
Jocelyn Shannon Chung
Dennis Edward Clisham
Mi Jaclyn Patricia Cometa
Julia Luz Cover
Emmy Samantha Cruz
Gloria Stephany Cruz Avalos
Katrina Karin Cubilo
Leslie Cuevas Bracamontes
Adam Currier
Marissa DaCosta
Rajpal Kaur Dadoa
Valentina D’Agostini
John Walter Darrow
Jupiter Jordan Davis
Ikuko Ann
Dearinge-Langendorf
Samantha DeLaCruz
Gianna DiGregorio
Derek Thomas Dimond
Alicia Dixon
Ancta Sherel Divala
Daja DuBois-Walker
Emily Duenas
Rami Hassan Elkalwa
Tala Elsayagh
Alexandra Escobar
Everett Walter Estkowski
Helen Everbach
Kara Lynn Eytcheson
Jonathan Robert Farley
Francisca Brianna Felder
Connor Fitzpatrick
Linnea Wyatt Fleming
Olivea Sea Flickinger-Renzi
Naomi Denise Floyd
Robert John Custer Ford
Veronica Anne V Francisco
Bianna Jean Franklin
Lauren Sachi Fukushima
Jasmine Maria Gabb
Rachel H. Gallegos
Caitlin Gear
Bethany Joy Gella
Lillian Elizabeth Gephart
Mateus Goncalves
Brazao Rocha
Kimberly Aleli
Gongora Pacheco
Alyssa C. Gordon
MiaoHong Guan
Anissa Ashley Guerrero
Margarita Guevara Flores
Yang Han
Logan Hansen
Lindsey Rhea Hanson
Rebecca Gloria Haralambidis
Melanie Marie Harra
Andrew Harris
Abdullah Omar Hayek
Kelsey R Hayes
Blue Hendrix
Brianna Nicole Hernandez
Luke Andrew Heslip
Arisbeth Veronica
Hidalgo Pineda
Kyle Alexander Hector
Taara E Hoffman
Heather Anne Hoover
Sophie Grace Hospodar
Austin Houlgate
Edee Victoria Huff
Javier Ibanez
Amanda Denise Ingold
Arabella Issa
Annelise Ito
Taylor Colette Jackson
Elise Lynn Jacobsen
Hasti Jafari Jozani
Christopher J Kaufman
Anna Marie Kelly
Camden Kent
Ariana S Khateeb
Kalimullah Atal
Khogiani-Nguyen
Nayeong Kim
Rebecca Kim
Richard Klein
Troy Kondo
Fanqi Kong
Sasha I Kramer
Kimberly Kuan
Denice P. Kung
Jules Kutner
Kassandra Alicia Lacayo
Jenny Jane Lam
Kyle Larson
Roberto Santan Handscon
Benjamin Lazar
Samuel Leale
Juan Ramon Mercado Ledezma
Kianni Jasmine Ledezma
Jordan Keone Lee
Milena Vittoria Lesevic
Julia Francis Letzel
Kendra LeVine
Madison Kiana Lew
Amanda Li
Janet Li
Agniesz Lurlucki Librodo
Vincent Michael Samson Lim
Alison Sara Littman
Linda Liu
Connor Loehde-Woolard
Alexander Lopez
Alyssa Renteria Lopez
Carlos Augusto Lopez Gonzalez
Renee Lovelace
Jiki Brian B Malaki
Joseph Padua Malasa
John Paul Malec
Dillon Maier
Kenneth Patrick Malunay
Gail Anne Manalastas
Zachary Marlin
Francisco Manuel Martin
Argentina Bianca Martinez
Lauren E Matt
Anne Marie Mattingly
Charlie Lane McMenomy
Victoria A Meuter-Montijo
Vincent Molina
Breanna Leilani Montero
Edee Moore
Rachel Anna Moore
Gerardo Moreno
Haydee M Morfin
Drew Tyler Morris
Leslie L Mosqueda
Loyda Narro
Henry Russell Nauman
Jason Nava
Andrea Courtney Goepel
Newkirk
Christina Nguyen
Nelson Alejandro Menjivar
Edwin Jose Menjivar Figueroa
Brian Molina Merino
Jocelyne Isabel Milke
Nicholas Modar
Kristina Marie Modeste
Mujtabauddin Furqan
Mohammed
Katherine Olivia Montana
Maryvi Guadalupe Morales
Osvaldo Kevin Moreno
Ashwin Narayan
Wesley Hall Nelson
Darren Franklin Newell
James Newton
Donald Nguyen
Ngan Nguyen
Quoc Hung Nguyen
Thong Thai Hoang Nguyen
Cheryl Ruth Nielsen
Siddiqa Nisar
Dominique Irene Nuñez-Lowell
Sylvia Nwakannia
Denis Michael O’Connell
Karen Ortega Gonzalez
Olivia B. Owens
Linda Ozarow
Fiona Moana Padilla
Evelyn Palafax
Elleleanor San Roque Pangilinan
Taylor Grace Pantiga
Jonas James Pardillo
Rachel Parsons
Arshil Shaileshkumar Patel
Harshini Tejas Patel
Hirva Maneshkumar Patel
Andres Patino-Lopez
Alexander Richard Pena
Angelica Pena
Lorena Pereda
Danielle Andrea Peterson
Matthew Joseph Peterson
Patricia Petrova
Daya Yasymn Phim
Heather Alyssa Piatt
Jocelyn Ka Poon
Anthony Sunil Prasad
Jonathan Blake Pressley
Nicolas Provenzano
Katelyn Qualey
Rachel Cassandra Quock
Justine Rafael
Zuhal Rahmani
Stephen Thomas Randall
Aunjalee Kaur Randhawa
Qianqian Ren
Joseph Reyes
Guy Tryon Rilleau
Carlos Joaquín Rivero Gamez
Leonardo Stephano Rodriguez
Paula Camila Rodriguez Leon
Ana Sofia Rodriguez Vega
Alexis Alyssa Rosenbaum
Lori Routson
Angela Michelle Rowell
Amanda Rueda
Marco Antonio Ruffinelli-Ojeda
Leonora Eileen Salazar
Jasjit Kaur Samra
Francisco I. Sanchez-Vasquez
David Henry Schach
Fiona Sanchyna
Jessica Eileen Sendejo
Mazin Mansooruddin Shaikh
Sepehr Shakeri
Polat Shamyradov
Krataka Sharma
Allison J Sharp
Tianlan Shen
Miho Shimizu
Jennifer Dwi Siswandi
Julianna June Smith
Jessica Crystal Solis
Cherrilyn Lacambara Starkey
Sophia Anna Stelmaschenko
Jessenia Suarez
Allison Caley Swart
Mohseen Fathima
Syed Sultan Mohideen
Karina Tampa
Tiara Jasmine Thompson
Alia Gray Tincnell
Priscya Xiaoyun Toh
Dylan Joseph Trauger
Edward P. Treble
Shirley Tsang
Iyah Jamal Turminini
Shirley Tsang
Vanessa Ulibas
David Wayne Umbertus
Edward Juan Valenzuela
Kaela Renee Valle
Reynaldo Camargo Vargas
Padmavathi Poojitha Vijayapu
Harnoor Kaur Virk
Joann Wang
Yubo Wang
Katherine White
Margaret C. Whitlock
Tony Y Wu
Shuya Xiao
Joshua Yaldaei
Omar Yamak
Grace Shang-wen Yang
Atsuhiro Yasuhiro
Andrea Lynn Yates
Inna Yesayants

Fiona Holtzclaw
Easton James Honaker
Cory Hoo
Amanda Chardonnay Hutchins
Markela Hysenllari
Cynthia Ibrahim
Chinuc Elizabeth Igwe
Peter Ijome
Leisha Ishikawa
MST Jasmine Jahan
Jose Luis Jaimez
Anushka Jain
Mahak Jain
Saumya Jaiswal
Jessie Ann Jacobson James
Lakshmi Priya Jeevagan
Kevei Jiang
Guadalupe Lizbeth
Jimenez Martinez
Meris jade Johnson-Hagler
Jonathan Abejo Justo
Anastasia Kalogerias
Dilpreet Kaur
Kloe Elizabeth Keeter
Shinna Kim
Christine Kimberly Kirkham
Abbigale Koenigsmark
Erik Lars Kvarna
Nancy Lagunas
Jorge Alexander Larreyagna
Mahaut Felicite Launay
Eric Le
Kevin Le
Raymond Leroy Lebeau
Audrey Anyue Li
Philip Liang
Chenlang Lin
Yusa Liu
Justin Nhan Khai Loc
Krisha Longinotti
Cassandra Yvette Lopez
Xunaxi Maria Lopez
Sherlan Lord
Jessica Lee Lorge
William Fitzmaurice Lorne
Deja Luckett
Kathleen Elizabeth Lund
Avae Renee Lynn
Ashwni Gururaj Managuli
Jyotica Manocha
Alexandra Rose Margulies
Yuselin Guadalupe
Martinez Nino
Ridhi Jayant Maru
Priyam Subhashbhai Mavani
Elizabeth Ann Max
Emily McFarland
Erin Layne McLeod
Janelle McMullen

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE

MASTER OF FINES ARTS

Anthony L Alfaro
Laura Jean Atkinson
Maria Belayadi
Edward Gunawan
Christopher Joel Harris
Aaron Kingon

50
Cynthia Lemonds
Livingston James Miller
Melissa Kaye Nothern
Sheri Lisa Park
Nancy Elizabeth Quinn
Carlos Antonio Quinteros
Suzanne L Reidelbach
Philippa Beth Renshaw
Aja Josephine Russell
Zachary Russi
Maryam Safanasab
David Warren Skibbins
Jiovanny Soto
Owen Mitsuyuki Takabayashi
Chantal Trazo
Bonnie Weinstein Crowe
Haley Wilson-Seppa

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE

MASTER OF MUSIC
Tristana Ferreyra-Rantalaiho
Cierra Nicole Gooden
Phillip C Johnson
Mary Jo Buenacamo Malabuyo
Xiaoshu Thomsen

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Jordan Craig David Beck
Daniel Leonard Bernardi
Grace Cortez
Elizabeth Dallman
Barbara Deffenderfer
Julian Espinoza
Eyra A. Gonzalez
Shae Antonette Hancock
Benjamin Michael Kile
Stephen Erich Kraemer
Steven Kent Lee
Shimin Li
Ramona McCabe
Kimberly Reagan-Hackett
Zachary Reda
Justin Robert Singh
Niyat Teferi
Morgan Renea Tharp
Casey Tran
Temur Umarov
Kyle Williams

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Soraida Yvette Acosta
Robyn Elise Cross
Bonnie Dundee
Maia Rose Feinman-Welcher
Angelina Christine Gutierrez
Daisy Esmeralda Hernandez
Kohinoor Joshi
Georjean Jazmin Morado
Cynthia Dorn Rohrer
Angelleyn Lily Tam
Alicia Varela

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Christopher Carz Adams
Kyle Ahlers
Paul S Burke
Erica Bush
Pamela Yafete Cardenas Rico
Maira Evelyn Clancy
Hannah Ruth Clarke

Sabrina Maryanne Degnan
Kevin Michael Gallagher
Yesenia Del Carmen
Gomez Jimenez
Qiting Huang
Katina D Jackson
Tytieyana Janet Lynn Jefferson
Philip Jones
Gena Lee
Leesa Xadees Lopez
Nicholas Marek
Maritza Marquez
Gerardo Martinez
Justin Donald Paul Martinez
Chloe Lillian Molla
Corey Troy Munroe
Kimber Marie Murillo
Kyle Kazuaki Naganuma
Natasha Okhuoya
Jessica Noelle Panoski
J Richard Patterson
Nicolas Penco
Skylar Rossy
Cullen Samuel Ruiz
Marta Jessica Salinas Mendieta
Ella Louise Sevareid
Ciara Mae Grezales Tirona
Adriana Valeria Villatoro Amador
Samantha Li Yu
The Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership degree is awarded by the Board of Trustees of the California State University.

CANDIDATES
FOR THE DEGREE

DOCTOR OF
EDUCATION IN
EDUCATIONAL
LEADERSHIP

Olabisi Adesuyi-Fasuyi
Michelle Yvette Batista
Erika Black
Christopher Chu
Cynthia Dewar
Gail Ann Marcelino Deyro
Theodore Dykzeul
Lucy Jeimmy Fuentes
Shatearra R Garrett
Tiffany Shanell Jackson
Chalyn Newman
Ulash Thakore-dunlap
Wendy A Tobias
BACHELOR'S DEGREES

CLASS OF DECEMBER 2022

BACHELOR OF ARTS

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Hawwah A.
Cassandra Jeanette Alarcon
Brenna Tess Assumma
Trista Gayle Barrantes
Joaquin Carlos De Grano
Bayani
Sophia Margaret Benzoni
Alan Carbajal
Selena Christine Cardoza
Savannah Carlson
Ronary Jill Dandan Castor
Thomas Chin
Ma. Isabella Santos Chingcuangco
Ian Winston Clark-Johnson
Abby Noelle Curlett
Quiteria Da Motta Conte
Mario D’Amato
Elody Dang
Maria Fernanda Davila
Kamilah Mahasin Denny
Kristianne Ivy Tamayo Ferrer
Iris Flores-Iglesias
Lee James Hanna
Leah Christine Helton
Joyce Huang
Riana Iosilevsky
Brian Jackson
Grace Jang
Katherine Leann Jensen
Evelina Marie Karlsson
Becky Kuang
Jacob Philip Landesvatter
Shu Yi Liang
Jiaqi Ma
Jada Andrea Montez
Madielyn Janae Montoya
Kailani Ilumin Morelos
Carissa Chloe Nguyen
Nasu Hiu Nguyen
Tyra Barnes Norbye
Kadeem Austin Rae
Fernanda Ramirez
Arisa Routh
Kaiulani F Schelstrate
Pearl Victoria Schulz
Vibiana Sevilla
Tiffany Joyce Thai
Alyanna Abad Tiu
Gabriela Vielma
Raghav Menon Vijayakumar
Kristian William Alexander
Weyenberg
Naudika Isis Williams
Jennifer Lynne Yow
Jinghua Yu
Cecilia Yong Wei Zhang

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Asma Alawdi
Lissa Milani Alisch
Janelle Olivia Allen
Ramon Bernabe
Baoru Cai
Shawn Edward Calhoun
Caihua Chen
Xiaotong Chen
Megan Samantha Chiu
Jared Christopher Cilia
Lily M Daniel
Jesse John Dominguez
Makbule Duzgun
Hayleigh Paige Evans
Anastasia Garcia
Jacob George Grilley
Jae La Shawn Hamilton
Desiray Hernandez
Alyssa Hoffman
Bryan Akio Ishigo
Lauren Mae Ivankovich
Jane Elizabeth Johnson
Jamie Kang
Robin Natalie Ruth
Kreter-Killian
Camille Elizabeth Lapuz
Ellen-Anna Movik Laxaa
YingQi Li
Kennedy Lo
Nelson Ma
Meleah McCaleb
Reilly McMahan
Emily Rose McMullen
Evelyn Lagera Mesias
Rayane Naji
Ayia Shea Nathan
Cinthya Valeska Padilla
Jesus Palomares
Serafina Fern Papi

CUM LAUDE

Leslie Hyun Jin Park-Gastelum
Faeheema Patel
Michele Renee Poe
Jacob Regier
Grace Romeu
Lauren Nicole Ruiz
Yvette Arlene Ruiz
Maryna Sabadry
Sophie Katherine Salvadori-Roam
Ian Sanders
Carynna M Sera
Kai Tse
Kristine Vo-Nguyen
Persephone Wilson
Lucy Wu
Yiting Ye
George Xiao Yip
Samuel Stephen Zentner
Jackie Zhen
Xiaomei Zhu

Faridoon Azizi
Lissa Milani Alisch
Janelle Olivia Allen
Ramon Bernabe
Baoru Cai
Shawn Edward Calhoun
Caihua Chen
Xiaotong Chen
Megan Samantha Chiu
Jared Christopher Cilia
Lily M Daniel
Jesse John Dominguez
Makbule Duzgun
Hayleigh Paige Evans
Anastasia Garcia
Jacob George Grilley
Jae La Shawn Hamilton
Desiray Hernandez
Alyssa Hoffman
Bryan Akio Ishigo
Lauren Mae Ivankovich
Jane Elizabeth Johnson
Jamie Kang
Robin Natalie Ruth
Kreter-Killian
Camille Elizabeth Lapuz
Ellen-Anna Movik Laxaa
YingQi Li
Kennedy Lo
Nelson Ma
Meleah McCaleb
Reilly McMahan
Emily Rose McMullen
Evelyn Lagera Mesias
Rayane Naji
Ayia Shea Nathan
Cinthya Valeska Padilla
Jesus Palomares
Serafina Fern Papi

Asma Alawdi
Lissa Milani Alisch
Janelle Olivia Allen
Ramon Bernabe
Baoru Cai
Shawn Edward Calhoun
Caihua Chen
Xiaotong Chen
Megan Samantha Chiu
Jared Christopher Cilia
Lily M Daniel
Jesse John Dominguez
Makbule Duzgun
Hayleigh Paige Evans
Anastasia Garcia
Jacob George Grilley
Jae La Shawn Hamilton
Desiray Hernandez
Alyssa Hoffman
Bryan Akio Ishigo
Lauren Mae Ivankovich
Jane Elizabeth Johnson
Jamie Kang
Robin Natalie Ruth
Kreter-Killian
Camille Elizabeth Lapuz
Ellen-Anna Movik Laxaa
YingQi Li
Kennedy Lo
Nelson Ma
Meleah McCaleb
Reilly McMahan
Emily Rose McMullen
Evelyn Lagera Mesias
Rayane Naji
Ayia Shea Nathan
Cinthya Valeska Padilla
Jesus Palomares
Serafina Fern Papi

Faridoon Azizi
Lissa Milani Alisch
Janelle Olivia Allen
Ramon Bernabe
Baoru Cai
Shawn Edward Calhoun
Caihua Chen
Xiaotong Chen
Megan Samantha Chiu
Jared Christopher Cilia
Lily M Daniel
Jesse John Dominguez
Makbule Duzgun
Hayleigh Paige Evans
Anastasia Garcia
Jacob George Grilley
Jae La Shawn Hamilton
Desiray Hernandez
Alyssa Hoffman
Bryan Akio Ishigo
Lauren Mae Ivankovich
Jane Elizabeth Johnson
Jamie Kang
Robin Natalie Ruth
Kreter-Killian
Camille Elizabeth Lapuz
Ellen-Anna Movik Laxaa
YingQi Li
Kennedy Lo
Nelson Ma
Meleah McCaleb
Reilly McMahan
Emily Rose McMullen
Evelyn Lagera Mesias
Rayane Naji
Ayia Shea Nathan
Cinthya Valeska Padilla
Jesus Palomares
Serafina Fern Papi

Leslie Hyun Jin Park-Gastelum
Faeheema Patel
Michele Renee Poe
Jacob Regier
Grace Romeu
Lauren Nicole Ruiz
Yvette Arlene Ruiz
Maryna Sabadry
Sophie Katherine Salvadori-Roam
Ian Sanders
Carynna M Sera
Kai Tse
Kristine Vo-Nguyen
Persephone Wilson
Lucy Wu
Yiting Ye
George Xiao Yip
Samuel Stephen Zentner
Jackie Zhen
Xiaomei Zhu

Camille Theresa Ferraz
Emma Grace Fong
Lily Gahl
Diego A Garcia
Yinglin Gong
Ashley Gonzalez Ordonez
Orlando Renatto Guerrero
Daniela Isabel Guillen
Saskia Naomi Fuencisla
Hatvany
Soﬁa Irma Hernandez
Steven Homer
Aaron Hussein
Samuel Douglas Isonio
Christina Jacobson
Ariana Christine Jimenez
Sebastian Javier Jimenez
Faith Denise Johnson
India Marie Shu Ling Johnson
Israel Bijn Jones
Jasai Dominic Jones
Ronald Craig Lager
Zi Xin Li
Mei Ling Lian
Yanmei Liang
Junting Liu
Yao R. Liu
Kelly Nicole Alitín Lopez
Griselda Maria Lopez Trujillo
Yingyu Ma
Tyler J. Mah
Amel Esam Manea
Luis Enrique
Martinez Calderon
Evelyn V Mejia
Oscar Andres Mejia Perez
Melody Moore
Bo NaKoa
Lauren Michele Nobriga
Andrew Nunez
Laura Fernanda Ordoñez Arias
Abigail Elizabeth Oroso
Kayla Margarita Osuna
Merari Jamin Palacios Aguilar
Katelyn Nicole Patterson
Sierra Brennan Pell
Yasmine Hinako Rana
Justin Michael Ratliff
Jeanette Melissa Rauda-Leon
Lorenzo G Riutort
Sebastian Rivera Gonzalez
Ashley Judith Rodriguez
David Rodriguez
Veronica Lucia Rodriguez
Jose Angel Rodriguez Beltran
Julia Morgan Rumb
Cesar Alonzo Sanchez
Reina Sango
Malia Rose Shimizu
Ragina Singh
Yonglin Situ
Danielle Rene
Soriano-Yamashita
Katarina Michele Spisz
Shane Russell Sprinkle
Sumiya
Kasumi Suzuki
Aamani Marie Thompson
Kahina Touati
Rachel Renee Tringali
Brenda Trujillo
Adrian Helder Vera
Jaqueline Vera
Juan Luis Villagomez
Robyn Elizabeth Waishwile
Miles Watkins
Gabriella Cherise Molly
Weinstein
Tommy Xu
Joyce Lyche Yang
Hiu Ying Yu

**BACHELOR OF ARTS**

Erin Nasim Abbassian
Deren Abdirrahman
Steven Acuna
Alexandro Salinas Adamson
Michaela Agabashian
Dominic Anthony Aiello
Abril Stacey Alatorre
Jennifer Alba
Miguel Angel Alcaraz
Christopher Stephen
Alexandre
Mostafa Aljawadleh
Saajid Ali
Zakariya Abdi Ali
Hope A. Allen El
Rim Abdul Hakim Alnuzaili
Taylor Jordan Altshule
Jacob Alvarenga
Jordan Suzanne Anderson
Malinda Eileen Anderson
Joelle Mico Angeles
Gabriela Marie Anthony
Chenelle Jasmine Aquino
Joseph Armand Ara
Jacob Anthony Araiza
Sarahi Alexandra Arellano
Kaela Arsenault
Darian Alan Ascha
Eliza Babuchian
Autumn Sky Bad Heart Bull-Clark
Jonathan Louis Baez
Jaslyn Marie Baiza
Sheila Bakhtegan
Nora Brunzell Barber
Steven Michael Bartells
Timothy John Garcia Bautista
Cynthia Ivania Bautista Guardado
Tiana D Beale
Bryce Alexander Beckett
Patrick Wayne Beech
Elmer Mauricio Beltran
Sabrina Balatbat Benedicto
Lilian Itzel Benitez
Camerin Ivory James Bennett
Angelina Benjamin
Adrian Alexander Bermudez
Jennifer Bermudez
Jose Gabriel Bermudez
Cierra Janae Bibbs
Jonathan Scott Black
Kayla Nicole Boehm
Camille Marion Bomerberger
Alexander Christian Bonilla
Raymond A Boone
Michelle Elizabeth Borja
Roberto Eduardo Borja
Marc-Antoine Michel Bougot
Alejandro Boyce
Kyle Branco
Kiran Brar
Tessa Bretz
Favio Alberto Buelna
Ginger Andres Bugayong
Henry Don-Diego Burch
Jack L Burley
Fatima Sarahi Cabrera
Jacquelyn Cabrera
Aubrey Marie Lopez Cadiz
Dezzirae Cafferata
Mackenzie Lauren Callahan
Jose Gabriel Calvo-Perez
Jose Carlos Camacho
Jhulianna Haniel Canas
Perla G Caro S.
Miles Larson Carr
Rebekah Elena Cassano
Kevin Ismael Castellanos
Issias Ramdel Castillo
Cindy Arelys Castillo Mena
Soilia Castillo Olvera
Gerlie Ramirez Castro
Berky Ceray
Avery Joseph Cervantes
Victor Cervantes
Darin Alan Chamberlain
Maile Ann Chand
Rachel Yewon Chang
Kris-Shawn Jawanza Chapman Robinson
Ishan Chaudhuri
Erenia Lizette Chavarria
Yedid Chavez Jimenez
Landy P Cheeseman
Bailey Cheng
Gloria Choi
Jaehoon Choi
Annie Mei Fong Chu
Brandon Anthony Chu
Katherine Claros
Megan Anne Clements
Lillian Eesul Collins
Jeremy David Concepcion
Sophia Marie Conlon
Olga Sofia Contreras
Samantha Nicole Coomes
Ariel Cooper
Matthew George Cordova
Gabriela Stephanie Cornejo Escobar
Noah Christopher Cortez
Dexter Quinn Cotton
Vence Craig
Nicholas Angelo Cresta
Jai-lyn Marie Cruz
Nancy Cruz-Sanchez
Sara Dawit Dain
Hiyab Daniel
Kenneth Dao
Samira Darabzand
Eneika Das
Sharon Branden Das
Sam Davetas
Dee Castro
Melissa Alexandra Delapp
Leslie Anne Diaz
Ana Isabel Diaz - Tafolla
Maria Fernandez Diazgranados
Patriana Ernestine Ruth Dilsworth
Jesus G Dominguez
Christina Maria Donahue
Chandler Walton Douglas
Vivian Du
Jacob Keith Duarte
Mercede Ebrahimi
Angelica Maria Echeverria Quiñones
Kaitlyn Elaine Elam
Kamal Hikmat Elatrache
Devyn Senecia Eldridge
Rae Luis Enriquez
Catherine Renee Erazo
Karina Marisa Espinoza
Christopher N Estolos
Sharmee Sia Estrada
Carla Grace Beldad Fajardo
Dejalyn Kealohapahoiakalani Fernandez
John Tyler Feroglia
Atticus James Song Flores
Jeffrey Flores
Olivia M Flores
Caitlin S Foley
Stephanie Galeana
Dylan Alexander Gallo
Alexandria Bianca Gamboa
Alexis Ganez
Calvyn Chris Nagtalon Garcia
Cristian Garcia
Valeria Garcia
Andrea Beranina
Garcia Sanchez
Maria de Lourdes Garibay
Vincent Anthony George
Anokina Gevarkee Zomaian
Theresa Alexander
Gibson-Boone
Lucas Kane Gillenkirn
Nathaniel Gim
Nicholas Kendal Giorgio
Eddie L. Gomez
Alejandra Irene Gonzalez
Baruc David Gonzalez
Jose A Gonzalez
Shelby Dean Gonzalez
Melissa Marie Gramajo
Keith Lonell Green
Grace Lilly Gregory
Ivana Barbara Guic Cicardiotti
Daniela Guizar
Grace Marie Guendermann
Atenas Alejandra Gutierrez
Cristal Melissa Gutierrez
Elaine Geraldine Gutierrez
Emeline Gutierrez
Xochitl Gutierrez
Adeebullah Saar Haidari
Andrew James Hamilton
Anthony Xavier Hamilton
Jalen Levi Hampton
Asher Scott Hancock
Cameron S Hane
Cindy Hang
Jessica T Harwell
Jumxin He
Runcheng He
Bianca Heredia
Alyssa Angel Herena
Aurora Jenifer Hermosura
Heighley Alexis Hernandez
Joshua Jeremiah Hernandez
Juan Manuel Hernandez
Sandra Santana Hernandez
Jocelyn Hernandez Gomez
Adriano Alberto Hernandez Rodriguez
Daisy Herrera
Mario Antonio Herrera
Harlan Kevin Hickey
Jose Louis Hinojosa
Adam Michael Hodges
Alyssa Cynthia Hom
Sandra Chuoi Hu
Minghui Huang
Hussam Abougela Huegi
Isabella Hui
Jessica R Hume
Alexander Richard Hunt
Anastasya Levana Hurtado
Numra Iqbal
Kevin J Ireland
Morgan Lea James
Hyojin Jang
Namaesha Singh Jhabua
Armando Jimenez
Brianna Isabela Jimenez
Namaesha Singh Jhabua
Hyojin Jang
Anna Karla Landa
Everett Thang Lam
Danielle Cory Lam
Sydnie Diana La Rosa
Krsna Dacco Singh
Karen Diane Lam
Everett Thang Lam
Anna Karla Landa
Lai Yin Lau
Denise Marie Lavelle Lauron
Yanina Beartice Lavieras
Jesse Taylor Lawrence
Adrienne Leddy
Alyssa Maria Lee
Brandon Leland Lee
Hyun Jin Andrew Lee
Tianna Mikaela Lee
Bianca L LeMaster
Alexandra Hope Levey
Molly Grace Lewis
Anthony Lewis-Manalang
Eva Liang
Eunice Lim
Khalid M Lintz
Chi Wai Lo
Alejandro Uzziel Lopez
Anthony Rey Lopez
Jordan Hugh Lopez
Diana Monserrat
Lopez Peñaloza
Max Toshiro Loubet
Leah Mae Lozano
Lub Yuc
Christian Rey Lucero
Haiying Ada Ma
Isaiah Macababbad
Nausheen Mahal
Komal Mahar
Angel Daniel Manzanarez
Cindy Mares Negrete
Joshua Campano Marin
Sarah Elaine Markoff
Gabriel Peter Martin
Tayah N Martin
Christa Andrea Marie Martinez
Ernesto Martinez
Gabrielle Monique Martinez
Gissel Arianna Martinez
Kassandra Itzel Martinez
Sherie Martinez
Tania Martinez
Charles Ryan May
Daniel Joseph Mayhew
Aria Mazroy
Morgan McBride
Jonathan Gerard Joseph McManey
Christian Jahir Medina
Addy Maria Mena-Estrella
Tatiana Keri Mercier
Nicole Marie Mihailidis
Octavio V Mijangos
Biliana Marian Mikhail
Jennie Lynn Milne
Millad John Moaddab
Estela Jean Molter
Michelle Elizabeth Monge
Joshua Montelongo
Andrea Montes
Thomas James Montserrat
Steven Nicholas Morales
Patricia Guadalupe Morales Giestleum
Jaqueliney Moreno
Alejandro Moreno Diaz
Yeganeh Mousseli
Jose Luis Muro Miramontes
Heather Anne Murphy
Karla Najera
Michael Devin Vigo Navarro
Natalie Anne Nelson
William T. Nguy
Rocio Nuñez G.
Kelcey D Nuñez
Angela Obasohan
Mckayla A Odessky
Shania Lynn Ohlsen
Ilana Angela Olea
Isai Emmanuel Olvera
Naeema Mosed Omar
Aida Omidi
William E. O'Neal
Jessica Allison Ordonez
Zitlalli Ordonez
Joseph S Orozo
Eric Pa
Fernando Geovanny Pacheco
Vitor Padres
Jacob Lee Paradise
Caroline Elizabeth Parent
Avery Parrish
Chase Alexander Partridge
Kasper Brody Pawlowicz
Mikaylah Naomi Paz
Isac Pena
Jessica-Nicole Bongolan Phillips
Anael Picazo
Joyce Carolina Pichardo
Andrea C. Pooliack
Melanie Putney
Jimmy Alejandro Quijano
Esteban Rafael Blanco
Caroline Marie Raffetto
Rene Rafael Ramirez
Sergio Ramirez
Steven Michael Ramirez
Ernesto R Ramirez Palacios
Harleen Kaur Randhawa
Ashley C Rasalan
Drew Elizabeth Reems-Webley
Tania A. Renteria Alvarez
Kimberly Reyes
Natalia Fernanda Reyes Mendoza
Giovanni Dimitrius Ricardo
Deysi Carolina Rivas
Leonardo I Rivera
Alejandra Viviana Robles
Daniel Austria Rodis
Janice Rodriguez
Victoria Marie Rodriguez
Majestic Martinique
Rodriguez-Muhammad
Darien Roeurth
Gabriel Thai Romer
Ivonne Atzhiri Romero
Katia Cristina Romero Arevalo
Nuttakan Guitar
Roongruangyot
Clara Ximena Roque-Wagner
Tally Alexandra Roth
Edward Daniel Rucker
Kyle Christopher Rudd
Elijah Addison Rutsky, Jr.
Alyssa Alexa Ryan
Dohyun Ryu
Cairo Sablan-Freeeman
Brianna Marie Salas
Victoria Salazar
Anthony Salgado-Nava
Eryka Gizelle DellaLuna
Salindong
Niki Samadian
Zane L Samman
Danyel Samuelsen
Obed Sanchez-Gonzalez
Mayra Gessel Sandoval
Isabella Mallenia Santin
Rene Antonio Santos
Kelly Ann Savage-Rodriguez
Alex Oscar Schliem
Ada Elizabeth Schmidt
Christopher Marc Scott
Alexandra Segura
Thomas James Serna
Numaan Mohammed Saikhi
Samara Diane Shore
Jacob Samuel Shur
Sahej Kaur Sidhu
Stephen Nicholas Slides
Danielle Abeille Simpson
Krsna Dacco Singh
Alejandra Guadalupe
Sipion Garcia
Pauline Angélique Slakey
Alexus Smith
Darkerleus A Smith
Alexander K. Sobolev
Divya Ajay Soneji
Devin Soohoo
Kimberly Sosa
Kelly Stanley
Daisy Steinert (Pulido)
Jonathan Daniel Stephens
O'Neal Tamar Stidum
Samantha Stone
Benedetta Stortoni
Sheevanee Oca Sumang
Jacqueline Elizabeth Sun
Shaoxi Sun
Brayden Allyn Sunseri
Max Sutton
Skyler Morgan Swearengton
Patrick E Swift
Cheuk Ming Vincent Tang
Yung Hsu Tang

Class of December 2022—Bachelor’s Degrees (continued)
Andy Yi
Jasmine Arnell Young
Stephanie Zavala
Sara Lani Ali Zettle
Brandon Zhang
Zhiyuan Zhang
Liu Ying Zhao
Haylee Elyse Zurn

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

SUMMA Cum LAUDE
Michael James Adams
Gabriella Lynn Adel-Berdan
Juan Sebastian Aguirre
Alex Troy Borja Agustin
Allison Ajpop-Perez
Coco Cherelle Alvarez
Beatrice Anne C. Aragones
Angelina Badon
Thomas Tyler Beech
Sophia Margaret Benzoni
Kelly-Grace R. Bisdas
Emma Grace Bowman
Rachel Bursley
Yolina Grace Batayola Canton
Salina Castillo
Fui Tung Carley Chan
Vanessa Michelle Chan
Tiffany Lap-Ching Chang
Peiyu Chen
Yun-Ju Chen
Tun Ni Chiang
Shukyi Chong
Erika R Chu
Megan Noelle Dalan
Taiwei Dan
Laura Elizabeth Jeanine Courtox-Morton
Christianne Marie David
Ariane Alcantara Dayco
Marshelly Escalante
Dannielle Parfan Francisco
William Riley Gagné
Kenneth Maliwat Galang
Rhythm Kaur Gandhi
Amisadia Garcia
Bianca Yasbel Ramos Garcia
Isabelle Alejandra Gutierrez
Wut Ye Han
Andrea Yvonne Hoppe
Huixian Huang
PeiJun Huang
Vanessa Huang
Zhixin Harmony Huang
Min Ha Hwang
Tiffany Yan Jiang

Tammy June Kim
Matalyn Faith Kirkes
Manisha Anjali Kumar
Amudalat Lanval
Almela Lagrison Lapitan
Giana Marie Larratt
Claudia Kate Lavina
Spencer Kar Wing Lee
Rulani Li
Ziai Liang
Chuqian Liu
Gabriel Mather
Kezia I Maximillian
Elizabeth Gzing Mitchell
Nicole Marie Montoya
Fernando Moratinos Errea
Amy Ng
Tien Thao Nguyen
Rachel D Nicholas
Jason Paul Ogao
Arun Pannala
Katie Marie Pilster
Rosalyn S Prem
Stanlee Quach
Brittany Elaine Theresa
Salazar
Derick Samonek
Meena M. Sarwar
Madeleine Christine Scanlon
Kelson Scafido
Makayla Wai-Lan Scott
Yeeda Seam
Drashti Parsheshwar Shah
Shima Parveen Shaikh
Dziansh Shakhalievaich
Lee Shin
Mark Ryan Shiers-Delgado
Samia Maha Siddiqui
Marta J Silva
Tiyana Helena Thorogood
Tracy Tjung
Tracy Tram
Matthew Thomas Trudell
Felicia Paula Tubon
Mary Valdehuesa
Ruby Valentijn
Samantha Valle
Vielle Marie Vasquez
Christina Wallis
Kevin George Wang
Catherine Ward
Lisa Watanabe
Ling Zhi Xu
William Yang
Andy Yap
Anthony Brian Zhang
Grace Ken Zhang
Vivian T Zhu

MAGNA Cum LAUDE
Madina Ahmadzai
Jessica Crystal Aleman
Janice Esther Arteaga Ruan
Brian Charles Barnett
Natalie Berger
Harnoor Singh Brar
Cristal Carabez
Troy Carloni
Briana Noemi Castrejon
Riya Pankajkumar Chaudhary
May Chaw
Michelle Lori Chin
Natalie Christie
Keith Churchill
Christian David Cunningham
Vygoc Do
Namnansuren Erdembulag
Rodrigo Espinoza
Mehreem Fatima
Trinity Sawyer Faulhaber
Ying Feng
Hunter Fu
Henry Mauriel Garcia
Steven Gray
Jae La Shawn Hamilton
Kendra Lee Hardy
Hannah Katelyn Harrison
Laura Hincapie Vanegas
Van Do Thai Hoang
Ngoc Hong Huyen
Yujin Im
Yareli Janell Jimenez
Gordon Michael Kan
Zarah Jane Kayhan
David Gregory Kelly
Matthew Remigio Kim
Veldana Kostic
Tatsiana Krutsialieva
Joyie Jade La
Jackelyn Corayma Lesedema
Marc Daniel Lee
Xiaoyong Lin
Pek Kie Kuang
Ariel Samantha Lumanauw
Justin Yihen Mao
Jairo Martinez
Isabela Martinez Poeter
Allyson Jean Marty
Emily Grace McAdam
Meleah McCaleb
Ivy Mei
Liann Marie Dominguez
Menchavez
Katrina Rose Navarro
Kylee Isabella Nazareno
Whitney Marie Nelch
Thach Tran Cat Nguyen
Andrea Northrup
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cassidy Yawen Pan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindy Pan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martley Paronda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vijay Rishi Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikkia Patterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie T Pham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessielyn Marie Nicodemus Pil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Pinon-Alvarejo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavine Sofia Razeghi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy Reyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Renee Rios-Alvarado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morelia Elena Ruiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya Desiree Salgado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Son Sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millicent Santos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marinela Luisa Sario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zahid Sayed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Tyler Shaffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Shannon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layla David Shawashe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gurinder Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyatt Slate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tommy El Ced Ralfs Tablang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kotoko Sasaki Tenner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reyna Amada Flores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomlinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rena Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Marie Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darren L Wong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngar Yee Wong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damon Wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinpei Wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill Elise Ayumi Yamanishi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bo Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Yi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xianzhen Zhan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yawen Zhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUM LAUDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hira Afzal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Yoseline Aguirre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husam Ahmed Ali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Guadalupe Anaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samy A Barakat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estela Azucena Barrios Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Bastida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Bialy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donovan Allan Borje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tommy Bui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Mengting Cao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariel Luis Silva Catanyag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Celedio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Chamu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Faith Changizi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Chavez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei Che</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhouriang Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Yejin Cho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saloni Chovatiya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willie Tong Chuong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Kay Clinton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alliyah N Crain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnathan Angel Cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Alexandra Cuevas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marijah Angel D Cyson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin Dang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc Christian Valenteros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daulat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashton Filmore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Alexandra Flores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pritam Gautam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raquel Ivan Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evonne Elizabeth Graham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Guerrero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuel Alejandro Guzman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeeho Han</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francisco Antonio Henrique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessenia M Hernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahya Hindawi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Hussein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hood Wilhelm Johan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soulius Massiah Payam Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmely Queen Joya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakulan Kartikeyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noordeep Kaur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jia Ding Koh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yijun Kuang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avinesh Ashneel Kumar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Ortega Lapena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelo Gabriel David Lapid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Lau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham Laurente</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Jasmine Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Danielle Leeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alisa Leo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jia Liang Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osmond Xu Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi En Loc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Anne B. Locsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Rose Kerker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristina Lopez Salvador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheran se Ian Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Luan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Matthew Mariano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denyse Chloe Luzon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivan Ly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie Isabella Maerowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Mai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatima Christabel Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joelle Mwanga Mbadu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross James Mcminniborough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Marie Meredith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith Elizabeth Molinari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Allan Mualmy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiromi Nakajima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yalili Eliana Naranjo Chavez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Hong Nghiem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlyn Ngoc Ha Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chau Thi Minh Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Lee Pacheco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aremi Vanessa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacheco Cocom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazeel Abby Paguio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Pham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebastian Preciado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Sharmaine Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referente</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidy Alexia Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luz Eloisa Ruiz Ortiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatima Ayse Salli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tina Michelle Samm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Janelle Schwabe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emaan Mohsin Sharif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajan Shrestha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glory Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeraphon Srian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolette Rae Stanbridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isadora Fernandes Andrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Matthew Alimagon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muna Tamang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Conrad Tvert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Jonathan Tolentino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Corey Tom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Toribio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Torres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Kassandra Torres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiep Thi Thanh Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Trujillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Jen Tugas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolasa Anne Villyard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Robyn Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cui Ying Wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nora Q Wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yue Xin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogerzan Xion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aubreannyn Lynne Yoshida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chenyi Yuan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciera Rose Zelie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruiqi Zeng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacky Jia Jie Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JinQing Zhen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitorakhon Ziyodullaeva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad Moad Adnan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ervin Matheu Villena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advincula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DarylGio Ramos Agoncillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordyn Andrea Aguilar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Mychal Martz Aguilar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Rubicy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aguilar Lucatero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citilli Michelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aguilar Velaquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos Alberto Aguilera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Ramon Aguirre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali M Alamri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Richard Albertelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumeah Aldubaie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johana Dolores Aleman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Martin Alfaro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammad Alhabbi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arslan Alimov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Anthony Almeda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonah Taylor Almeida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travis Lee Alms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marwan Alnoune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khaled Ali Aqloqi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumana Salah Altameemi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Noel Ang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Madeline Anixter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maricor Anteola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel Alejandro Antunez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Paul Canlas Apolinlar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Eliel Arambula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zurisadai Arellano Ramos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karla Graciela Argueta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Arizmendi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariana Joyce Casco Artieda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joselyn Ascencio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsany Attalla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson David Lopes Avila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carissa Avina-Beltran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deeyana Aziz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Patrice Baier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Thayer Labio Balallo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed Ballal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallory Beth Ballew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Matthew Bares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sushant Basnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice Carolan Baumer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ritz Kyle Aquino Bautista</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jana Bayad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Angeles Beches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Belinfante-Burns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samnang Ben</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amron Alemu Berhanu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Gustavo Berumen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Neal Bettini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miguel Poon Bisten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Lynn Bistrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Tanner Bjsorsten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Edward Blumenberg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Andreas Erik Petersson

Andrew Peter Blumenthal
Paula Bodin
Christopher Vincent Body
Anthony Eulises Bonilla
Marc-Antoine Michel Boucot
Christopher Nathaniel Briggs
Christopher Brodie
Ian Anthony Bucog
Daniel Cortez Buenacamo
Rommel Minh Bui
Emily Jean Burchfield
Emily Adelle Burgard
Brandon Butler
Lauren Venessa Butler
Kris Byington
Frenzy Renaeva Tamayo
Cabison
Norberto Cabrera-Martinez
Rick Allen Laguna Calamaan
Victor Calle
Joseph Calub
Nathan Daniel Caluya
Skyler Mathew Campbell
Veronica Maria
Canario Archila
Reccie Canigon
Diante Miguel Villaseñor
Caraway
Aaron James Carlson
Amy Teresa Carmenatty
Luis Alejandro
Carreon Medina
Jalen Elijah Carreras
Caite I. Carvajal
Lucas Eduardo Castaneda
Oseas Alexis Castro
Brandon Castro Díaz
Meeka Mae Cayabyab
Veronica Ceballos
Alfonso Franco Cefre
Julia Vanessa Cea
Carl Justin Celedio
Edel Jhon Villaruel Cenario
Nathan Alexander Cervantez
Olivier Kine Seng
Chan Sion Moy
Priyesh Prakash Chand
Sameer Nandan Chandrupatla
James Michael Chang
Jessica Ya Wing Chen
Sherry Chen
Yen Lin Chen
Brian Christopher Gorospe
Cheng
Jimmy Cheng
Joseph Calvin Chin
Andy Y Cho
Justine Chong
Cristen Chow
Kevin Chow
Oliphu Mihai Ciocotsian
Kyle Nicholas Colin
Kayla Lauren Ibay Colohan
Hasan Bera Coskun
Edmund John Cruz
Eduardo Cruz
Brandon Lance Cruz-Youl
Yessenia Francisco Cuellar
Tamer Samer Dajani
Jeffrey Lee Danford
Van-Ann Dang
Michael Mehdii Dearborn
Kwanphat Dechapanuya
Joe Braynt
Deleon-Maldonado
Andrea Marlene
Delgado-Young
Margaret Anne DeMayo
Alexander D Diaz
Kevin Danilo Diaz Chim
Mirella Dinora Diaz Escobar
Anthony Dizon-Barron
Edmond Raoul Dijanoock
Lizbeth Duarte Ramirez
Javier T Duron
Joshue Echevarria
Ifeanyi Daniel Elendu
Jennifer Carolina Elias
Alelona Elopre
Ian Andrew Erickson
Monserrat Escobar Tellez
Nora Espinoza
Oscar Eduardo Estrada
Shafii Fa
Alexander Victor Fadayel
Aaron Joseph Fahey
Abdullah Faiez
Eric Kristopher Falk
Juliana Fare
Michael Feger
Julia Vlada Feldman
George Felix
Huimiao Feng
James Fong
Selina Emily Fong
Duncan Oliver Forniss
Marissa Jane Foster
Spencer Gabel
Michael Galvan
Leiyo Gao
Armen Garabedian
Angelo Miguel Garcia
Brandon Jesus Garcia
Kiana Ariana Garcia
Matthew Robert Garcia
Brian Garcia Zaragoza
Julie Anne Garza
Micheas G Gebere
Andrew C Gendel
Yasmin Ghorai Tafti
James Apisit Giatpaiboon
Natalie Ines Gibbes
Kiara M Gil
Naveen Gill
Angelique B Gold
Jordan Eli Golez
Daisy Gomez
Jaiden Lee Nalukea Gomez
Issac Gonzales
Christian Cristobal Gonzalez
Ismael Alberto Gonzalez
Tayyaba Gorsi
Margaux Greb
Christopher Brian Elbert
Green
Davey Richard Grimes
Bohua Guan
Niel Maru Budd Guanlao
Joseph George Guerra
Daniel Yilun Guo
Sagar Gurung
Aleksandr Gusev
Alexander Gutierrez
Heriberto Aaron Gutierrez
Psalm Gutierrez
Ryan Anthony Gutierrez
Edwin Guzman
Youssef Hammoud
Sierra N Hanan
Ava Loren Harris
Georgia Kaye Hartman
Jessica Lynn Haynie
Yongjie He
Kyaw Thu Hein
Lesly Succely Hernandez Mejia
Jayzel Kelly Hernandez-Cruz
Tyler Jesse Heslop
Stephanie Ho
Marshall Thomas Howell
Ben Hsu
Jordan Huang
Tony Zhen Peng Huang
Xian Hua Huang
Xuhui Huang
Orlando D Hulse
Anastasya Levana Hurtado
Ereal Ignacio
Juvilyn Lenette R Image
Leslie Janell Jackson
Manuel J Jaime
Reda Jarrar
Alisha Jauregui
Eliana Katalina Jauregui
Joan Dinorah Jeronimo
Yuwei Jiang
Donnovan Jiles
Ryan Roland Jodatian
Ian Akil Johnson
Angelica Helena Jones
Isaiah Thomas Juan
JunSoo Jung
Petrar Marko Juric
Christopher Jesus Kane
Zubin S Kanga
Joshua Tomoyuki Kano
Sawyer Z Kaplan
Salaar Karimzadeh
Manuell Christopher Kariuki
Subash Karki
Subneet Kaur
Autumn Sage Kearns
Erin Keller
Sammy Khader
Khader Abbushi
Abhishek Khadka
Ahmad Reshad Khan
Ashger Ali Khan
Iqra Majeed Khan
Jonathan Khotpanya
Ferras Ramzi Khoury
Cynthia TraMi Kim
Hanbae Kim
Iris N Kim
Eyesaleum Workineh Kuma
Rollin F Kung
Richard Kwong
Hind X Lahlou
Sai Saing Lai
Brandon Lam
Bryan Lam
Sudip Lamichhane
Jonathan Alexander
Lara Mata
Sophia Alexandra Larman
TJ Layug
Bryan Hieu Le
Brandon Ryan Lee
Brian Lee
Jenny Lee
Conway Lei
Juan Miguel Leon
Eric Thomas Leow
Wayman Leung
Donna Li
Jiakang Li
Jonathan Li
Josh Zhaoxi Li
Kathy Li
Xinquan Li
Yongwei Li
Carmen Liang
Chao Liang
Jiajia Liang
Darylle Erika De Vries Lim
Nicholas Alexander Lim
Yiyan Lin
Class of December 2022—Bachelor’s Degrees (continued)
Marco Tarantelli  
Krish Ashwin Thakkar  
Hemanta Thapa  
Jasmine Thind  
Tracy Tinoco  
Nathanael W Tjitradjaja  
Merim Tojaga  
Caleb Tolentino Lopez  
Ryan John Townsend  
Nathaniel Edward Traktman  
Dianna Long Trieu  
Brenda Hang Trinh  
Tai Tuan Trinh  
Roby Taft, Casimir Tryba-Jones  
Isiah Jared Carsula Tulio  
Georgina Tway  
Sai Lone Twe  
Mikhail Uhlik  
Andrew Richard Valencia  
Kevin Baluyut Valete  
Valeria Vallejo  
Arthur Vannakittikun  
Willi Sanjen Vargas  
Ariel Arturo Vasquez  
Amey Santosh Vaze  

Maria Brianna Vela  
Sophia Alejandra Velasco  
Valeria Verdeja Gutierrez  
Alfredo Verduzco  
Matilda Grace Vertiz  
Salvador Villafana  
Joshua Tamsi Villajin  
Jose Jesus Villanueva Blanco  
Ricardo Villasenor  
Uyen Vo  
Sebastian Joseph Vuskovic  
Lucas William Walker  
Tianyuan Wang  
Emily Scarlett Watts  
Tianyue Wei  
Anthony Raymond Whalen  
Joseph Wheatley  
Warren Whittlark  
Kiana Leilani Wiesnoski  
Carolina Wilson  
Htet Aung Win  
Matthew Robert Wise  
Rahel Woldegerima  
Woldemichael  
Brandon Wong  
Daniel Alan Wong  

Janice Wong  
Jerryd Michael Wong  
Justin Thomas Wong  
Wendy Wong  
Matthew Jon Woodward  
Baiyu Wu  
Madeline Wu  
Yingye Xiao  
Jiuxin Xiong  
Doris Xu  
Jiamin Xu  
Mantong Xu  
Pingping Yang  
Tamer Hani Yaser  
Sophia Nichole Reños Ygay  
Hnin W Yi  
Terry Yoon  
Kimberly Young  
Cameron Scott Yu  
Lu Yu Yu  
Sophia Huici Yu  
Dennis C Yuan  
Zabiullah Zafari  
Bijan Zahiri  
Raquel Diane Zarate  
Weixi Zeng  

Jessica Rossalie Zepeda  
Vidal Zepeda  
Haoliang Zhang  
JianRong Zhang  
Junsong Zhang  
Xiaojie Zhang  
Ying Zhang  
YingMei Zhang  
William Zhong  
Jiaxiang Gary Zhou  

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

Magna Cum Laude

Zachary Alexander Donaldson

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

Kayon Abolfazl Abbaszadeh  
Sean Ettlin
MASTER OF ARTS

Sophia Gisela Abarca
Anthony Nicholas Abuan
Malina Akau
DaKeisha Leeann Allen
John Thomas Archuleta
Nitan Anvi Stuhl
Rafael Ayala
Jennifer Lynn Baca
Anthony Nicholas Abuan
Malina Akau
DaKeisha Leeann Allen
John Thomas Archuleta
Nitan Anvi Stuhl
Rafael Ayala
Jennifer Lynn Baca
Jodi L. Becker
Judith Belcher
Ayush Bharadwaj
Kristin Carol Bowman
Carolyn Taormina Boyce
Fiona T Brady
Whitney May Bulmer
Alicia J. Cabe-Reyes
Angelica Calderon
Emanni Nikia Cannon
Sondra Lynn Card
Vanessa Louise Carter
Delaney Victoria Casey
Jodi Michelle Castro
Robert Douglas
Chaffer-Adams
Celeste Chan
Yanling Cheng
Betty Hui Wen Cheung
Gretchen Cooke Cion
Isaac Cineros
Anessa M Cloristin
Julia Teresa Coffa
Roque Coral-Herrera
Louisa Mary Crafter
Alistair Crompton
Luciana G Curtis
Nicholas Grant Davis-Odom
Teresa Estella
Dominguez-Hernandez
Trillion Dana Donahue
Nayiri Donikian
Shane Downing
Dariya K Draganova
Michael John Drum
William Erskine Dunn
Kaitlin Vandervert Dunkle
Clare Ana Elliott
Gillian A Estes
Maria Fala
Shannon R Falcone
Jamie Alexander Fernandes
Jamie Lynn Fox
Alicia Fulk
Noelle Patricia Gallagher
Anaia Elise Gilliam
Carina Stephanie Gomez
Jennifer Gomez
Itza Cristiana Gonzalez Soza
Byron Gougoumis
Nathan Grebil
Caren Gutierrez
Lara Denise Haller
Melanie S Harris
Candice Herr
Jamey J Hollis
Sara Madeline Shantz Hom
Xin Hu
Alan Huang
Michelle Na Keong Hwang
Ketti Amit Joshi
Mark Jeremy Katz
Ba Ro Mi Kim
Laura Kosbie
Sara Eve Koss
Leonard F Krubner
Dennis Lambert
Callie James Lawson-Freeman
Padmatso Ledik
Jonathan Ryan Lee
Man Wing Elsa Leung
Jennifer Sara Levine-Smith
Cheng long Lin
Yesenia Partida Lopez
Hayley Katherine Lorenzo
Amanda Lubbs
Anney Margit Majeros
Cathleen Rose Manuel
Jackson Doelker May
Corona Shea McAfee
Maxmillian Andrew McClure
Felicia McMenemy
Lakesha Marie McNaulty
Yasmine Missaoui
Kiani A. Mitchell
Ashley Renee Montes
Mary-Clare Mullin
Amber Naeem
Imaan David Naemi
Brigid Kathleen O'Brien
Lynda Ruth Palma-Medellin
Jonna Palmer
Maya Ilana Patterson-Burch
Kimberly Pearson
Marcia Alexandra Pendergast
Abel Perez
Sanja Kolarevic Pesch
Maggie Mavi Pilloton
Julie Ann Plasencia
Josh R Porter
Michelle Potter
Keegan Alexander Quiroz
Jade Alexia Ramos
Christopher M Rangel
Jillian Frances Rapine
Lisa Anne Raskin
Gabe Reyna
Emory Rhodes
Michael Andrew Roark
Cindy Lizbeth Rocha
Cody Austin Roper
Kristina Angelina Rossi
Meghan Rossi
Agustin S Ruvalcaba
Beverley Emily Saechin
Melanie Elizabeth Santos
Leah T Schocket
Miranda Rae Shakes
Haley Jane Sheetz
Jonathan Bryan Silverman
Taylor Jordane Sims
Joniqua Starlisa Smith
Heidi Ann Smoot
Marie Stosich
Sergio R. Suarez
Maryam Farah Talakoob
Alexa Tan
Nicholas Christian Thacker
Robert C Thomas
Anna Aurore Tobin-Wallis
Mary-Clare Mullin
Hamza Taha
Iona DeMayo
Moulik Dhade
Taha Can Donnus
Johnny Bao Duong
Lauren Camp Newby Durand
Kelsey Megan Ellison
Ruben Dario Escobar
Ching Pong Fan
Julianna Fare
Wengkei Feng
Marissa Jane Foster
Hasan Bashir Galadanci
Cecilia A Gonzalez Subia
Jacob Aaron Gorneau
Bhavani Goruganthu
Margaux Greb
Phuoc Gia Ho
Mai My Dung Huynh
Nithi Jyani
John Samuel Keith
Erin Keller

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Alyssa Madeline Anixter
Baris Volkman Aslan
Mallory Beth Ballew
Shilpika Banerjee
Andrew James Bays
Marina Berrios
Jacob Tanner Bjorseth
Wiam Boumaazi
Teagan Emilia Bullock
Anna Carmela Calamonaci
Joseph Calub
Joseph William Carozza
Anastasia Candace Casteel
Patricia Alejandro Castruita
Yingyi Chen
Jacoby Cheyenne Clark
Matthew Clark
Courtney M Coomes
Margaret Anne DeMayo
Moulik Dhade
Taha Can Donnus
Johnny Bao Duong
Lauren Camp Newby Durand
Kelsey Megan Ellison
Ruben Dario Escobar
Ching Pong Fan
Julianna Fare
Wengkei Feng
Marissa Jane Foster
Hasan Bashir Galadanci
Cecilia A Gonzalez Subia
Jacob Aaron Gorneau
Bhavani Goruganthu
Margaux Greb
Phuoc Gia Ho
Mai My Dung Huynh
Nithi Jyani
John Samuel Keith
Erin Keller

Class of December 2022

MASTER’S DEGREES
Class of December 2022—Master's Degrees (continued)

Esteban Ricardo Kim
Diana Lara
Sophia Alexandra Larman
Carmen My Van Le
Suting Li
Yuecan Li
Ruben Salvador Limon
Mei Chi Lo
Michelle To Ly
Shanmukha Sreenivas Madras
Vincent Cassidy Mai
Kevin Bucud Manago
Stephanie Ella Martinez
Malisa Meemari
Midley Michaud
Nina Mir
Amir Modan
Nathaniel John Mooi
Bianca Morales
Dylan Morimoto
Prakhyath Nagaraj
Joshua Kevin Natahusada
Anna Thuy Nguyen
Branden Justin Nguyen
Sydney E Nwakanma
Victor E. Osorio
Derek John Otterstetter
Yenifer Oxlaj
Jonathan Pak
Yongjian Pan
Vaibhav Bhagawan Pawar
Emily Jane Pica Peralta
Lucas Rikard Pettersson
Uma Rajagopalan
Byron Riggins
Mehrsun Rousta
Elena Carmen Ruiz
Aaron Mark Schlichting
Mia Lynne Lax Shackelford
Chandni Devesh Shah
Uttrash Sharma
Grace Shaw
Alexander Sheynis
Daria Sosna
Helle Sun
Aye Chan Thwin
Ana Luisa Tinker Valle
Van Thi Anh Tran
Le Cam Uyen Ung
Cillian Vriot
Abhiniti Wagh
Stephanie Jean Wallace
Zihao Wang
Christopher Patrick Wolff
Madeline Wu
Chuting Yan
Xiaowen Yang
Kimberly Young
Yang Yu
Lusi Zhang
Wenchuan Zhou
Viviane Zurdo Costa

Nora Olivia Matthews Flowers
Diana Deanna Gatlin
Gary Guerrero
Justin Ira Holtermann
Christopher Youwen Huang
Shannon Jew
Nathan Daniel Jones
Femke Sabien Sophia Keukenkamp
Ling Chin Lung
Chun Ma
Jia Jun Ma
Melissa C Matsuda
Nicholas Ryan Miller
Abdulaziz M M Y Mustafa
Cassidy B Nolan
David Cody Norris
Alyssa Claire Reza
Simrat Sahota
Wing-Loen Sui-Hung Sinn
Jeannette Marie Warren
Raha Yassini

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Nicole Marie Bettencourt
Jorgina Michelle Cruz
Taylor Nicole Davidson
Xun Bin Goh
Kate Oliver Irick
Alexander Kramer
Madeleine Rose Martin
Emilee Lauren Matey
Mona Janak Panchal
Andrew Rosenberg
Somasekar Srinivasan
Ashley Kristine Wolff

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Secira Botic Nystrom

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Vctor Manuel Baeza
Charles Byrne
Leila Frances Easa
Kevin Hatch
Nicole Schnell Orser
London Janay Scott Pinkney

MASTER OF MUSIC

Amelia Romano
Johanna Martha Tarcson
The Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership degree is awarded by the Board of Trustees of the California State University.

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

Emily Kate Lehr Anning Borg
Danny Ning Hing Chau
Wesley Hingano
Philonda C Johnson
Ellen Murray
Steven Petelo
BACHELOR OF ARTS

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Lizzeth M Canche Palomo
Simone Isabella Herrera
Abhinav Raj Khawaunju
Eeshan Kumar
Mario Landaverde
Yevgeniy Victorovich Malysin
Madison Elizabeth Milton-Smith
Marisa Kim Nakada
Sean Alexander Parsons
James Richards
Madison Juliet Rojas
Devin Jeremy Simbol
Thai-Van Stanoff

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Holly Anne Baker
René Marie Becker
Lauren Michele Canada
Nae Reena Catiis
Perenise Hesed Fono
Ailyn Gallo Estrada
Kendall Gabrielle Gooding
Yinghong Huang
Jiamin Liang
Alexander Marroquin
Maya Hope Mullen
Josie Nicole Neifer
Claudia Orozco
Netser Armando Perez Rito
Ana M Alanis
Armita Alikhani
Nathan Enrique Alvarez
Shaymae K Alyausuef
Gillian Baker
Yasmine Barajas
Fatima Incleto Bascara
Jose Becerra
Rochele Serrano Bell
Aranza Jocelyne Berruecos
Marlena Etvette Billings
Jacqueline Marie Brevik
Kianite Malik Brown
Ashley S. Caballero
Christina Cai
Evan Michael Molina
Shiloh Isaac Nelson
Mayra Alejandra Cardona
Samuel Solomon Castillo
Alyssa Nicole Charon
Diego Chavez
Chelsea Cheung
Irene An Chhay
Isaac Adrian Cifuentes
Marc Antony Cirilo
Catalina Marie
Contreras Vargas
Marcus Allen Cordero
Sofia Corral
Stacy Edward Crosby
Alondra Regina Cruz
Cesar Cruz
Karen Suzette Cruz
Lilia Cruz Garcia
Roanne Mia Cruz Lopez

BACHELOR OF ARTS

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Vanessa Renee Artiga
Rocelle Vera Bacarro
Sydney Escobedo Balangue
Ann Finn Balboa
Brandy Evangelina Banegas
Karla Nicole Barrera
Martel Miggo Bautista
Jakeclark Escobar Bennett
Daniel Clark Bragg
Candice Faye Branner
Melissa Jeanne Brinlee
Abral Noemi Canul Pacheco
Thomas Michael Chu
Alexander Michael Cosoi
Michael Joseph Denecochea
Jessica Y Enciso
Oslo Simone Wheaton Fallon
Chung Ching Fang
Jessiebeth Gaje
Leila Murad Harara
Kaelah Cheyanne Jackson
Kiana C Johe
Aiman Khan
Anne Marie Kristoff
Jeremy Lee
Lee Angelo Lockhart
Xiumei Ma
Lindsay Anne Magnuson
Ana Sara Malauquis Rodriguez
Gabriella Mayte Martinez
Charlie Anthony Mejia
Evan Michael Molina
Shiloh Isaac Nelson
Lisa Nghe
Jacob William Nissen
Erica Eva Piar
Jerome Patrice Rainey
Esmeralda G Ramirez
Kaitlyn Reed
Dianna Liubeth
Rodriguez Mojica
Miranda Love Santos
Darlene Ann Castro Silva
Ali Tam, Jr.
Andrew W Tom
Angela Yvonne Torres-Moreno
Raven Gitana Valdivia
Kimberly Lynne Basilio Viacrusis
Cole Walker
Olivia Jane Webber
Annalisa Woodard
Elizabeth Zamudio

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Yara Abdelghany
Laila Ahmad Abdullah
Julio Cesar Acosta-Garcia
Mayra Yadira Aguilar Guevara
Ana M Alanis
Armita Alikhani
Nathan Enrique Alvarez
Shaymae K Alyausuef
Carolina Montserrat Ampuero
Kaya Anderson
Destiny Danyel Andrade
Rida Attarrehman
Ana Elizabeth Augustine
Divine Love Diaz Austria
Monsur Awadalla
Katherine Yamillet Ayala
Gillian Baker
Yasmine Barajas
Fatima Incleto Bascara
Jose Becerra
Rochele Serrano Bell
Aranza Jocelyne Berruecos
Marlena Etvette Billings
Jacqueline Marie Brevik
Kianite Malik Brown
Ashley S. Caballero
Christina Cai
Evan Michael Molina
Shiloh Isaac Nelson
Mayra Alejandra Cardona
Samuel Solomon Castillo
Alyssa Nicole Charon
Diego Chavez
Chelsea Cheung
Irene An Chhay
Isaac Adrian Cifuentes
Marc Antony Cirilo
Catalina Marie
Contreras Vargas
Marcus Allen Cordero
Sofia Corral
Stacy Edward Crosby
Alondra Regina Cruz
Cesar Cruz
Karen Suzette Cruz
Lilia Cruz Garcia
Roanne Mia Cruz Lopez

CUM LAUDE
Allison Victoria Adad
Ignacio Collado Armendi
Vanessa Renee Artiga
Rocelle Vera Bacarro
Sydney Escobedo Balangue
Ann Finn Balboa
Brandy Evangelina Banegas
Karla Nicole Barrera
Martel Miggo Bautista
Jakeclark Escobar Bennett
Daniel Clark Bragg
Candice Faye Branner
Melissa Jeanne Brinlee
Abral Noemi Canul Pacheco
Thomas Michael Chu
Alexander Michael Cosoi
Michael Joseph Denecochea
Jessica Y Enciso
Oslo Simone Wheaton Fallon
Chung Ching Fang
Jessiebeth Gaje
Leila Murad Harara
Kaelah Cheyanne Jackson
Kiana C Johe
Aiman Khan
Anne Marie Kristoff
Jeremy Lee
Lee Angelo Lockhart
Xiumei Ma
Lindsay Anne Magnuson
Ana Maria Puerta Castillo
Russell Alexander Purcell
Rebecca Reyes
Ludmila Reyna
Gabrielle Rocha
Andrew Thomas Simmons
Daryl Tagle
Willie James Thomas
Nathan Thomas Wolf
Jacy Sarah Frances Zeigler
Liu Zhang
Tengxian Zhao
Yanhua Zheng

CUM LAUDE
Vanessa Renee Artiga
Rocelle Vera Bacarro
Sydney Escobedo Balangue
Ann Finn Balboa
Brandy Evangelina Banegas
Karla Nicole Barrera
Martel Miggo Bautista
Jakeclark Escobar Bennett
Daniel Clark Bragg
Candice Faye Branner
Melissa Jeanne Brinlee
Abral Noemi Canul Pacheco
Thomas Michael Chu
Alexander Michael Cosoi
Michael Joseph Denecochea
Jessica Y Enciso
Oslo Simone Wheaton Fallon
Chung Ching Fang
Jessiebeth Gaje
Leila Murad Harara
Kaelah Cheyanne Jackson
Kiana C Johe
Aiman Khan
Anne Marie Kristoff
Jeremy Lee
Lee Angelo Lockhart
Xiumei Ma
Lindsay Anne Magnuson
Ana Sara Malauquis Rodriguez
Gabriella Mayte Martinez
Charlie Anthony Mejia
Evan Michael Molina
Shiloh Isaac Nelson
Lisa Nghe
Jacob William Nissen
Erica Eva Piar
Jerome Patrice Rainey
Esmeralda G Ramirez
Kaitlyn Reed
Dianna Liubeth
Rodriguez Mojica
Miranda Love Santos
Darlene Ann Castro Silva
Ali Tam, Jr.
Andrew W Tom
Angela Yvonne Torres-Moreno
Raven Gitana Valdivia
Kimberly Lynne Basilio Viacrusis
Cole Walker
Olivia Jane Webber
Annalisa Woodard
Elizabeth Zamudio

Yara Abdelghany
Laila Ahmad Abdullah
Julio Cesar Acosta-Garcia
Mayra Yadira Aguilar Guevara
Ana M Alanis
Armita Alikhani
Nathan Enrique Alvarez
Shaymae K Alyausuef
Carolina Montserrat Ampuero
Kaya Anderson
Destiny Danyel Andrade
Rida Attarrehman
Ana Elizabeth Augustine
Divine Love Diaz Austria
Monsur Awadalla
Katherine Yamillet Ayala
Gillian Baker
Yasmine Barajas
Fatima Incleto Bascara
Jose Becerra
Rochele Serrano Bell
Aranza Jocelyne Berruecos
Marlena Etvette Billings
Jacqueline Marie Brevik
Kianite Malik Brown
Ashley S. Caballero
Christina Cai
Evan Michael Molina
Shiloh Isaac Nelson
Mayra Alejandra Cardona
Samuel Solomon Castillo
Alyssa Nicole Charon
Diego Chavez
Chelsea Cheung
Irene An Chhay
Isaac Adrian Cifuentes
Marc Antony Cirilo
Catalina Marie
Contreras Vargas
Marcus Allen Cordero
Sofia Corral
Stacy Edward Crosby
Alondra Regina Cruz
Cesar Cruz
Karen Suzette Cruz
Lilia Cruz Garcia
Roanne Mia Cruz Lopez
Marin Del Socorro Darby
Monique Simone DeLuca
Arjun Singh Dhugga
Jezzika Rouy Dela Cruz Diaz
Neo Gerard Diesta
Michelle Thi Do
Daniel Robert Dobson
Amy Doria
Brenda Jacqueline Duarte
Kamila Duisheeva
Shogofa Esmat
Annie Nichelle Farfan
Marcela Esmerelda Faulk
Mayra Alejandra Favela
Pagaloo Andrew Caleb Fifita
Anthony Julian Figone
Christopher Nicholas Figueroa
Lynell Kaytana Ford
Garrett Ross Fornander
Nicolie Cristina Fournell
Joshua Anthony
Fuentes Norkiyo
Jasmine Maria Gabb
Teresa Rosemarie Gaines
Cassandra Gloria Gallegos
Jasper Elmer Garcia
Nicole Jessica Gonzales
Monserrat Guevara-Ledezma
Alberto Gutierrez
Angelah Renee Hackney
Alycia Lynne Harlow
Ashley N. Hart
Leslie Hernandez
Pamela Hernandez-Gomez
Nicholas Alexander Herrera
Hayley Tempe Hopp
Christopher Martin Huancas
Jonathan Chun Hin Ip
La Jon Franciose Janvier
Deborah Jimenez Del Valle
Lauren Rae Johnson
Khalid Ahmed Kakar
Gage Kalama-Florence
Keegan Sean Keating
Jada Lynn Kelly
Tae-young Kim
Ahmad Masseh Kahistani
Bubacarr Kora
Lily Jenenne Kratzer
Kalsi ‘Uluakimata Kupu
Joshua Robert Lao
Jovianna Ismari Lazo

Class of August 2022
BACHELOR’S DEGREES
Lexie Nicole Wiltz
JunTing Xu
Pengcheng Zhang

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Tsion Leake Abbay
Mohammad Abdelrahman
Leann Lorenzo Abida
Elyasudin Achakzai
Risheek Agrawal
Julie Anne Agsalog
Mohammad Agha Ahsan
Reem Yasser H Alani
Emily Carissa Alas
Rosie Moreno Alhino
Nawaf Sharaf Alnawfi
Norah B M N M Alotaibi
Turki Falah A Alsuhaymi
Aubrie Reice Amador
Franklin Ovusu Ameyaw
Luke Vincent Amodeo
Aydin Amurkanov
Aaron-Christopher Troy Anderson
Paolo Gabriel Mercado Angeles
Jacqueline Araujo Medina
Mary Frances Archibeque
Bryan R. Artero
Nanar Asdourian
Joel Douglas Asmussen
Philip Aspinall
Travis Drew August
Monica Theresa Ayala
Tin Thu Zar Aye
Miguel Enrique
Madeline Mariela
Michael Patrick Garcia
Jasper Elmer Garcia
Jing Gao
Keith Friederich
Savannah Lyn Freitas
Niah Michelle Freeman
Megan Elizabeth Francis
Wesley Fong
Megan Elizabeth Francis
Niah Michelle Freeman
Sarah Louise Nilo Dayaoun
Ryan Emmanuel De Castro
Citlali Janette De La Cruz
Jessalyn Mora De La Cruz
Margaret Kathryn De La Torre
Jennifer Alexandra Del Aguila
Grayson Dew
Talia Elizabeth Dingman
Kelvin-Joey Dizon
Rodolofo Dominguez
Lisa Duong
Dominique Dutton
Victor Oluwasegun Elijah
Michael David Espinoza
Zeydy Esquivel
Brandon Edwards Fadrilan
Andrew ZHao Fan
Rawla Farah
Diana Mae Aquino Faustino
Rupert Feniquito
George Ferreira Matos
Gerank Fok
Wesley Fong
Megan Elizabeth Francis
Niah Michelle Freeman
Savannah Lyn Freitas
Keith Friederich
Jing Gao
Jasper Elmer Garcia
Michael Patrick Garcia
Madeline Mariela
Garcia Gonzalez
Miguel Enrique
Garcia Marquez
Lea Esmeralda Garcia Merino
Zachary Garde
Jaylin Gates
John Rey N. Gayaban
Brenda Elizabeth Gaytan
Vanessa Alana Gianno-Rios
Arjun Singh Gill
Breyner Giron-Herrera
Jon Godoy
Amanda Goh
Omar Bin Golamrabbani
Catherine Marie Gonzalez
Maricarmen Gonzalez Torres
Gebehu Shemet Guddaye
Jordan Guder
Lissette C Gutierrez
Cary Dennis Gutknecht
Justin Thomas Loblita Hannen
Thomas Hs
Alexis Hernandez
Carolina Hernandez
Ashley A. Hijazi
Madell Quijano Hipolito
Anton Donald Holmgren
Weicong Hu
Jieyi Janella Victoria Huang
Lisa Huang
Tim Yonghui Huang
Tracy Huynh
Van T Huynh
Ramon Antonio Hynson
Leiz Sering Insao
Shamar Chad Ireland
Dante Celestino Jackson
Luis A. Jauregui
Lorena Jimenez
Samuel Johnson
Chehade F Karam
Aman Kashtriya
Hasanati Kamaria Katumbusi
Scott Bunjiro Kawamura
Kayvaun Jonathan Khoshkhou
Kooroesh Khozairy
Joseph M Kois
Robert Thomas Kuhl
Alyssa Kayla Lam
Justin Lau
Misung Lee
Garrick Y Lei
Adriano Leon
Joseph Aloysius Lestochi
Christine Zhi Xin Li
Junjie Li
Shengjie Li
Tianny Li
Wayman Li
Qingyi Liang
Emily T Liao
Marina Rochelle Liebes
Yixuan Liu
Ashley Rose Lopez
Jessica Marina Lopez
Lindsay Michele Lovio
Santanha Dajah Lowe
Juelin Luan
Nikesh Luitel
Hargel Magante
Ashna Maharjan
Rabiya Tufail Malik
Cristian Daniel Marquez Ayala
Elizabeth Martin
Princess Mae Barellano Martinez
Lily McCann
Abbey Elaine McKee
Sofia Rose Day Medina
Adolfo Membrilla
Giovanni Joseph Mendoza
Emily A Merrifield
Emman Mohamed
Eric Molina
Joselyne Beatriz Molina
Kayla Ashley Montalvo
Lucas Wayne Moon
Christian Carlos Mora
Jasmine Yvette Morales
Erick Ivan Moreno
N'Dea Jaqueline Perschke
Morgan
E'Loni Ajana Morris
Salar Mosalaei
Amber Anais Navarro Mancilla
Adina Katrin Nelson
Nemi Ngonzo
Duy Kevin Nguyen
Jason Nguyen
Khoa Nguyen
Nhat Steve Nguyen
Sophia Nguyen
Jose Andres Noriega
Isabella Enriquez Nowak
Nazar Ali Oglesby
Hnin Wutt Yee Oo
Fernando Fabian Orozco
Christina Annabell Ourung
Sheena Padilla
Xochiquetza Parra
Aimee Ruth Pavlik
Jessica Elizabeth Perez
Yrana Giselle Perez
Andrew Pham
Stephanie Pham
Kathy Phuong Thi Phan
Luc Phan
Cole William Place
Shiloh William Plubell
Jonathan Josue Posadas
Pablo Esteban Preciado
Kyle Pulido
Aviral Puri
Samreen Quddus
Mila Rae Radanovich
Austin Ramirez
Fernando Daniel Ramirez
Gabriela Ramirez
Hector Adrian
Ramirez-Serrano
Justin Mark Rattapituck
Kurt D Resayo
Edward Christian Reyes
Elexus Seferina Reyes
Ana Reyna
Sara Dylan Rodriguez
Raul E Romero
Kelvin Azriel Rosales
Karla M Ruiz
Jessica Nicole Ryan
Johnathan T Sabelino
Leslie Maria Salinas
Lara M Saliwanchik
Azra Salkic
Amber Samaniego
John Exequiel San Jose
Gris Sanchez
Jasdeep Singh Sandhu
Alice Sanjial
Cassandra Elise Santos
Gabriela Santos
Megumi A Sasaki
Marcelo Alejandro
Buonavita Sevilla
Reina Lea Shah
Hongpeng Shao
Ayusha Sharma
Garmai Shillon
Isabel Celine Sierra
Karla T Silva
Nikko Florendo Silva
Abhijai Singh
Than Than Soe
Caroline Solis
Vanessa Soltero
Venkata Sai Anish Somisetty
Nickoles Chantapone
Srioudom
Miroslav Dianov Stavrev
David Lance Steckhahn
Kelly Suen
Swathi Sukumar
Kathleen Mae Serrano Sunga
Michael Tawil
Sienna Celine Teo
Barry Kumar Thind
Evan William Thompson
Abraham Kobina Gyekye Tieku
Mason Tjuanta
Giovanni Scott Tomei
Roxane Tran
Nancy Trejo Vazquez
Bryan Trinh
Nyan Lin Tun
Monina Angelica Ubungen
Cassandra Ulloa
Franco Urrutia
Alia Tatiana Valencia
Kaolee Vang
Francisco J Vargas-Lombera
Kristine Chieza Minorca
Vasquez
Katherine Victoria Velazquez
Vasudevan Venugopal
Jemmy Evelyn Victor
Marilyn Villafan Rocha
Ariana Villanueva
Eric Manuel Vives
Assyrian Waller
Jeffrey Wan
Jahn Whitelocke-Chensee
Sha Kearra Tysha Williams
Thaleia Williams
Madeleine Reid Wilson
Ryan Mitchell Wilson
James Won
Brandon Joey Wong
Michelle Wong
Rediet Tilahun Worku
Kunwei Wu
Yuhua Wu
Cody Xu
Yanyan Xu
Xiaqing Yao
Anthony Yu
Junhao Yu
Vanessa Kate Yu
Zhougui Yu
Nael Adam Lihtdean Yun
Kyaw T Za
Jessica Zhang
Tiffany Zhao
Sabine Zingite
Class of August 2022

MASTER’S DEGREES

MASTER OF ARTS


MASTER OF SCIENCE


MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Arthur Porfirio Diaz Vishnu Prasad Vijayarengan Noah Benjamin Weisel

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Eric Au Rochelle Santiago Carcamo Helen S Davis

Harsh Jain Meng Lee Eric Y. Leung Allison Liljedahl Claudia W Ng Kai San Ng Jennifer Eugene Pchelinski Diego Alonso Romero Kimberly Samayoa Christian David Szetu Devon Augusta Doss Thurston

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Nilu J Maeder Katrina Martin

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Antonella Isabel Cortez Hayley Jane Kriss Ricky Chun Fai Lui

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Brennan Adair Afana Gabrielle Glorianne Jackson Malia Teresa Kane Bei Zhang
Class of December 2022

DOCTORAL DEGREES

The Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership degree is awarded by the Board of Trustees of the California State University.

The Doctor of Physical Therapy (clinical) degree is awarded jointly by the Board of Regents of the University of California and the Board of Trustees of the California State University.

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

Thomas Bauer
Manuel Ricardo Flores
Ashlee Gutierrez
Larissa Hsia-Wong

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

Analissa Kitana Bautista
Oscar Eliseo Estrada
Tomas Guerra
Chowyu Zhang

San Francisco State University has made every attempt to include in this program all persons deserving of recognition. Please note that this program contains only the names of graduates who applied for graduation by the program deadlines. If there have been any errors or omissions, please accept our sincerest apologies. Corrections should be directed to the Registrar’s Office at 415.338.2350.

This publication is available in alternative formats upon request. Contact Strategic Marketing and Communications at 415.338.1665 or visit commencement.sfsu.edu.

The University Corporation, SF State is pleased to host San Francisco State University’s One Hundred Twenty-Second Commencement, Friday, May 26, 2023, San Francisco, California.
RULES
Guests who enter the playing field or who throw (or attempt to throw) objects in the stands or onto the field are subject to ejection and criminal prosecution. They will also be held liable for any fines and/or damage.

ELEVATORS AND ESCALATORS
The elevators at the Willie Mays Plaza and 2nd and King entrances provide access to all levels of the park. The elevators at Lefty O’Doul Plaza and Seals Plaza provide access to the Promenade Level only. In addition, at Willie Mays Plaza there is an escalator which will move guests up before the ceremony and change direction after the graduate procession to bring guests down after the ceremony.

FIRST AID
The First Aid Station, located on the Promenade Level behind Section 132, is open during the ceremony to provide evaluation and treatment to guests for minor medical needs. Dignity Health physicians, nurses and emergency medical personnel staff the First Aid Station. King American Ambulance service is available for medical emergencies.

GUEST SERVICES OFFICE
Guest Services personnel are available at the Guest Services Desk, located behind home plate on the Promenade Level, for wheelchair requests, lost and found items, information about public transportation, stroller check, lost or found children and parents, and a variety of other services. Concierge personnel are available to assist guests on the Alaska Airlines Club and Oracle Suite levels, near the Willie Mays elevators.

LIVESTREAMING
The Commencement ceremony will be livestreamed for guests joining us off-site. A link can be found at commencement.sfsu.edu.

LOST AND FOUND
If a guest has lost an item during the ceremony, they should contact the nearest Ballpark Operations or Guest Services staff member for assistance. Found items might also be turned in to Ballpark Operations or Guest Services staff. Items will be held for one week. Unclaimed items will be donated to charity. To report or claim a lost item during or after an event, please visit the Lost and Found section of the Giants website at www.mlb.com/giants/ballpark/lost-and-found.

PHOTOGRAPHS
We know this is a special day and that families and friends of graduates want to take photographs. Because of access restrictions, however, this is not possible. A professional photography company will be taking photos prior to graduates entering the ballpark and as they accept their diploma onstage. Graduates will receive order forms directly from the company.

RE-ENTERING THE BALLPARK
For safety reasons Oracle Park does not allow in and out privileges.

RESTROOMS
There are 52 public restrooms (21 for men, 21 for women and 10 family) located on all levels throughout the ballpark. All public restrooms are accessible. Restrooms on the Promenade and View levels are painted yellow for easy identification, and all contain baby-changing tables.
WOMEN’S RESTROOM LOCATIONS:
Field: Section 108, 119; under Bleachers at Section 142
Promenade: Sections 107, 126, 131, 116 (by Willie Mays Tower)
Alaska Airlines Club: Sections 204, 213, 218, 226, 234
Oracle Luxury Suite: Suites 6, 33, 55
View: Sections 305, 313, 319, 324, 330

MEN’S RESTROOM LOCATIONS:
Field Level: Sections 110, 124; Bleachers at Section 142
Promenade: Sections 110, 123, 133, 116 (by Willie Mays Tower)
Alaska Airlines Club: Sections 204, 213, 218, 227, 234
Oracle Suite Level: Suites 10, 30, 58
View Level: Sections 305, 311, 321, 328, 331

FAMILY RESTROOM LOCATIONS:
Field Level: Section 113
Promenade: Sections 126, 107 (exit area to Lefty O’Doul Plaza), Section 142 (near center field scoreboard area)
Alaska Airlines Club: Sections 213, 229
Oracle Luxury Suite: Suites 10, 48
View Level: Sections 313, 319

BABY-CHANGING AREAS AND MOTHER’S NURSING LOCATION
Baby-changing tables are available in all public restrooms at Oracle Park. A mothers’ privacy area, open to all mothers, no matter their seat location, is available near the Alaska Airlines Club Guest Services desk adjacent to the Willie Mays elevator lobby on the third floor.

SIGN LANGUAGE/CAPTIONING
Sign language interpreters are available. There are reserved seats for guests needing this service. Guest services can guide you to the available seats. In addition, the large screen will feature open captioning.

SMOKING
In accordance with San Francisco city ordinance, Oracle Park is a smoke-free facility with no smoking areas. Smoking is not permitted anywhere in the ballpark. Electronic smoking and any other vaporized smoking is not permitted anywhere inside Oracle Park.

Commencement occurs in a public venue and will be recorded and photographed for distribution through various SF State outlets. All audience members (or parents/guardians of minors attending the event) acknowledge that they may appear on these recordings and photographs by virtue of their attendance at or participation in Commencement, and agree to the University’s use of photographed or videotaped materials through the University’s websites, applications and other channels of communication.